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The cancellation of the Banana
Festival program to stage auto
rues at the Fulton Airport to raise
deSperately seeded funds to finance
the Peet goes far and beyond
the alleged concern Sp obeying the
law and the protection of the run-
way. If the four members of the
five-member Airport Board (I am
a member) want to stand on the
letter received from Aeronautics
Phil Swift as the
=irelilidltinerent for their decision to
prohibit the races, I think that the
teeny people who were humiliated
and embarrased at the cancella-
tion have good reason to be irate
at the Airport Board's action.
In addition I think that the thir-
teen Fulton taxpayers who signed a
personal note to cover the deficit
for last year's Festival have reason
to be discouraged, to say nothing
of those hard-working individuals
who have been planning the event
for many weeks.
Commissioner Swift had no al-
ternative but to oppose the action.
He is charged with the care and
administration of the airport pro-
gram in Kentucky. But the major-
ity of the Fulton City Commission
was in favor of it and it was on
the basis of this decision that the
Banana Festival board went ahead
with the planning of the event.
The Commission was basing its ap-
ai 
the very statement that
Swift brought out
hilaselt that "if such action is tak-
en a percentage of any money re-
ceived . . . from use ot the proper-
ty in any neither other than the
use as an airport operation shall
be paid to the Department of
Aeronautics."
This is a direct quote from Com-
missioner Swift's letter, indicating
VERY CLEARLY that the airport
CAN be used for purposes other
than airport operation. Of course
the Festival Board would have paid
sixty per cent of the receipts to the
Department of Aeronautics ( the
ralith at State support its beet sup-
port) ao4 *woo proomieed the chair-
man of the Airport board to give
all receipts from concessions to the
flying club for improvements
litt field. The Festival would not
taken one penny of its '40%
• the airport was put in the
same repair as it was before the
program began, if any damage oc-
curred, which was not likely as
Commissioner Swift told me per-
sonally.
Of COURSE the auto races were
not a part of the airport operation
as Commissioner Swift indicated in
his letter. Nobody said they were,
but then Mr. Swift did not specify
what could NOT be held at the
airport. . he only wanted his
dare of the receipts . and cer-
tainly nobody, but nobody•  argued
with that reasonable figure.
We agree with Commissioner
Swift again that if the airport "is
not being maintained or used in ac-
cordance with the provisions" of
KRS 183,000 the license could per-
manently or temporarily be re-
voked." I think that if Phil Swift
could see the eroded ditches along
the runway of the airstrip and the
high grass that is permitted to grow
out there on many occasions, he'd
revoke that license a whale of a lot
quicker than he would for eight
hours of auto racing that would
would have beneetted the Festival
and surely would have saved un-
told embarrassment and the ex-
penses for trophies and advertising
spent in advance of the auto races.
As far as I am concerned the
matter is closed. If the Airport
Board stands on the ceremony by
saying they were not properly noti-
fied of the event I can only say that
the statement is not true. But if
they persist in saying that, I can
only remark that I don't think that
there was a formal ceremony last
year, when in a fantastic example
of moving every barrier in the
book, lights were put on the run-
way for greater convenience to
those individuals using the airport
for business and pleasure.
The auto races would have given
the utmost pleasure to a large
group of taxpayers who know not
the luxury of a private airplane,
a sea-going cruiser or a profession-
al golf match. Their idea of happi-
ness, brought about by lack of
money to do much else, is to tinker
with an automobile motor to see
how fast it can run. Was EIGHT
hours out of the 49,800 hours since
the airport was built too much to
ask in return for their hard-earned
tax money that a hand full of in-
dividuals have been enjoying for
neatly five years?
This Is our iinnual pre-festival
Issue, pocked as full as we could
get it with pictures, writtnnis,
programs and interesting side-
lights of the Banana Festival.
Extra copies are for sale at the
Mews Stand, Evans Drug Store,
Traveler's lm restaurant, Derby
Restaurant, Rogers & GHbert
Grocery, Jones and Hiliview
Hospitals, The News office and
from Edmond Khourie, for just
lk.
We think you will enjoy seeing
the bnatividual pictures of our
"Operation Amigo" students,
beginning on page 2, section "II".
We think you will also enjoy
seeing the pictures of the lovely
contestants who will vie for the
"Banana Festival Princess" title
beginning on page 2, section "C".
—The editors.
GROCERY ADS, THIS ISSUE:
A&P page 8, section A
BIG VALU page 2, sect. II
E. W. JAMES page 4, sect. II




Will there be free bananas at
the Banana Festival this year?
You'd better believe it 118110
pounds of them!
They're being shipped here as
gifts from the licuinierian goy.
ernmnt and the Standard Fruit
and Steamship Company.
The bananas will be distributed
at Cabana City to persons view-
ing the many exhibits, at the
Inter-American Music Fiesta and
at the Jerry Lee Lewis Show.
Some of them will be distributed






Magic Door Of Understanding Open
To Our Operation Amigo Students
WELCOME TO OUR HOUSE, says a smiling Molly Alexander (left) to a
happy and slightly bashful Maria Do Les Amputees Suble; as the couple
meet for the first time. (Photo by Aiello)
MISS KENTUCKY
Here They Come ... the lovely beauties who walked the long ramp
In Atlantic City to represent our twin States in the Miss America page-
ant. Rebecca Tolliver Snyder, of Owensboro, MISS KENTUCKY, and
Marcia Murray of Paris, MISS TENNESSEE, will be her. en Saturday,
October 2, to ride in the giant parade. three blocks and a half mile
longer than ever before . and to appear at the Princess Pageant Sat-
urday night with Miss Ecuador.
Ambassador, Mrs. Wimbley Coerr
To Spend Week End In Fulton
At press time on Wednesday the
Hon. Wimbley Coerr, United States
Ambassador to Ecuador, phoned
Mrs. Paul Westpheling, president
of the International Banana Festi-
val, from Washington that he is ar-
ranging his busy American sched-
ule so that he and Mrs. Coerr can
visit Fulton In order to observe- the
program and effort connected with
the third International banana
Festival
Ambassador Coerr will fly to
Louisville from Chicago and then
"detour" to New York via Fulton,
in order to extend his greetings to
the twin communities and to visit
with the many Latin-American
students now in the twin cities. He
will arrive here Sunday afternoon
and spend most of the day Monday
In the city.
Mrs Ruth Blaylock, registration
clerk at the Park Terrace Motel
Is accustomed to unusual re-
quests, but a long distance call
from New Orleans Wednesday
made her slip out of this world.
"I want • nice room with an
individual thermostat for air
conditioning," said the caller.
"The temperature must be 60
degrees at all times," he added.
"Okay," said Mrs. Blaylock,
"Hew many in the room," she
asked.
"About 8000," said her tele-
phone friend.
Hearing no sound on the other
end of the Fulton line, Larry
Metcalfe public relations director
for Standard Fruit and Steamship
Company knew his remark must
have astonished the clerk, so he
added quickly.
"It's not that many people . . .
it's that many pounds of bananas
. . . we've oot to keep them at
even temperature so they'll be
just the right cater for the Ba-
nana Festival . . . and • hotel
realm is the best way to de N."
By Jo Westpheling
"Your life is so happy . . . I would love to live here
. . . already you are like my family."
Some of these remarks are made in perfect English.
Some of them falter a little with a smattering of Spanish
and English. And still others speak these words of grati-
tude and happiness with a warm smile and soft look in
their eyes.
Since eight o'clock Sunday evening the twin cities
have come alive with excitement. It was then that 34
students and their charming chaperone Mrs. Florence
Ballesteros, alighted from their chartered bus from Mi-
ami and became "citizens" of our community. Mrs. l3al-
lesteros is the mother of Miss Ecuador who will arrive
today.
These students are part of the
Operation Amigo program that has
come to our cities as part of the in-
ternational relations program of
the Third International Banana
Festival,. They come from Ecuador.
Guatemala, Colombia, Honduras
and El Salvador. In less than 24
hours after their arrival they were
laughing with us, studying with our
school children, shopping in our
stores, eating with our clubs, speak-
ing to our civic leaders.
To say that they are enjoying
themselves here is the understate-
ment of the year. To say that their
hostesses are the happiest people
In the world is not exaggeration.
To say that their American
"Amigos" are "living it up," is to
say that those organizations and in-
dividuals who make Operation
Amigo possible are humanitarians
of the first water.
For this is personal diplomacy at
its best . . . this is an example of
a people-to-people program that
works . . . this is the personifica-
tion of the phrase that through un-
derstanding comes friendship . .
and there are friendships in the
making today that will last forever.
Already students are planning to
someday visit their Latin-American
Amigos in their far away homes
. . . brought closer . . . ever so
close . . . through the magic door
of understanding.
"This is Gustavo, Roma . . .
This, is Maria, Barbara . . . this is
Jen Ray, Sara . . ." and on and
on went the introductions, and day
by day they are getting to know
each other better, and better, and
when the time comes . . . oh, how
soon it will come . . . to say good-
bye the people of these twin cities
can say . . . "indeed it is better to
light one candle than to curse the
darkness."
Festival planning is much too
frenzied to go into detail the many
incidents, that seemed tragic at
first, but that are delightful now,
that have occurred since our stu-
dents arrived.
But when the last farewell has
been uttered and the Third Inter-
national Festival is relegated to
the charming and exciting history
of this generation, all of us can
say with the utmost satisfaction
what one high Washington official
said over the phone . . .
"If your program could be put
into motion in every city in this
country, there would be no Viet
Nam, no Cuba, no Korea."
As president of our Banana Festi-
val I could only rly thanks to him
from me for all of you, too!
Months of planning, calling, letter-writing and arranging for "Opera-
tion Amigo" in Fulton as a port of the Third International Banana -Fes -
Oval were climaxed Sunday night with the arrival of sons* U tired but
eager teenagers by chartered bus from Miami. (Above) Miss Sue Hurt,
local chairman of the program, and Festival President Jo Westpheling
are pairing off the students with their Fulton "families" who will be
their hosts for the next two weeks. (That's Stan Hurt peeping over Jo's
shoulder).
THERE WERE A LOT OF INTRODUCTIONS to be made Sunday night at the Lake Street bandstand as
student's names were announced from the roster and eager Canalise hastened forward to introduce them-
selves and take the visitor home with them. The group above, departing for the homes, included (from
left: Stanley Scates, Johnny Recalde, Roberto Chavarria, Craig Unwell, Mrs. Bobby Joe Usti's, Alexis
Sanchez, Mrs. D. J. Murchison, Jane Murchison, Vicki Murchison, Gonzalo Do La Term.
(Photo by Aikik)
. r r
This Is Educational TV Week In Kentucky;
Support Urged For Program To Move Forward
ASHLAND, Ky. — "We think of
Educational Television Week as the
first step in our effort to tell the pub-
lic about plans for a statewide ETV
network," said Mrs. C. B. McClaren,
president of the Kentucky Congress
of Parents and Teachers.
Sunday, September 19, marks the
beginning of the week proclaimed by
the statewent-teacher association to
inform Itucklans about plans for
an educational television network
throughout the Commonwealth.
"We believe that instructional
television is not a luxury but an edu-
Usetional must," she said. "A Ken-
tucky ETV network would equalize
educational opportunities in all parts
of our state.
"This is significant especially for
mountain areas and other sections
where those children that need it
most—in areas where schools can af-
ford to pay for ETV service least—
would get it at the same time richer
sections of the state get it."
"It would cost the schools noth-
ing for programs from this state net-
work. Its the most economical and
realistic approach in ETV. Money to
operate the system would come from
the general fund which is derived
from the broadcast possible base."
The PTA has been successful in
the past in drawing attention to new
advancements in education and to the
needs of schools, Mrs McClaren said.
"Bducaticonal TV and the net-
work plan will speak for itself to the
citizens of Kentucky once it is on the
air," she said "But right now it needs
a spo_lreequin and the help of PTA."
Plank for the state Irt system
untleoresent a two-year study by the
Legislative Research Commission,
and its work was approved by the
11102 Getterel Assembly.
Governor Edward Breathitt cut
an appropriation that would have in-
itiated network construction from his
biennial budget in 1964. Since then
over 20 organisations have pissed re-
solutions endorsed the ETV plan and
urged its early activation.
"The delay has thrown Kentucky
behind other states*, said Milk Mc-
Owen. "Planning is finished, and to
use a modern term, all systems are
c" but whether the network gets off
depends *boost entirely
on vet= the activation button is
risked sows*
If as appropriation comes In
MS, network coultruetion would be-
gin next summit and be in full opera-
tion by 1960, she said.
The network would consist of 11
stations and six productiod centers at
various points across the state to pro-
vide complete broadcast coverage.
Mrs. McClaren stressed that
schools would pay nothing for pro-
grams from the network. Presently
out-of-state ETV sources levy a fee
to school districts based on the num-
ber of pupils using their programs.
"Parents and teachers can read-
ily see the value educational TV af-
fords," she said. "The statewide net-
work would reach every home in the
Commonwealth with superior in-
structional programs.
"Pre-school training for children
and continuing education to adults
are but two facets of these benefits.
"Teachers will have a valuable
aid in ETV," said Mrs. McClaren.
"Not only will first-rate classroom
audio-visuals be a part of programs
teachers use, but in-service and at-
home training will help teachers do
a better job."
Over 1,500 South Carolina teach-
ers took advanced training by TV last
summer. It was the largest number in
that state ever to go "back to school"
at once, she said.
"The public must be made aware
of the benefits ETV offers our teach-
ers and children," the PTA leader
said. "ETV Week is our means of ac-
quainting citizens with the urgent
need for a statewide ETV network."
The Kentucky Broadcasters As-
sociation, in cooperation with PTA, is
distributing a special documentary
which deals frankly with the prob-
lems and prospects for an ETV net-
work.
"Almost every TV station in the
state has agreed to run the program
this week," Mrs. McClaren said.
Governor Etreithitt, former Gov-
ernor Bert Combs, Marvin Ekislioa,
executive secretary of KRA and
Thomas Ballantine, of the state Cham-
ber of Commerce, were among those
interviewed for the documentary.
"If ETV Week Makes irrr and
'Kentucky network plan' household
words, it will be a success," Mrs. Mc-
Claren said. "U people know about it,
they will want it badly enough to get
It -
"Those who know about the plan
support it already. Our task is to tell
these who have not heard about it."
Information descriping the net-
wort is available through local PTA
units, she said.
Crime And The Welfare State
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By Gov. Edward T. Breathitt
FRANKFORT-
The State of Kentucky is offer-
ing in its university and State col-
lege systems this September high-
er odwistioa opportunities to some
OM, stmeksats.
'this Ws includes a record en-
request et 141,513 on the campus
et the University of Kentucky at
Lexington. It represents an in-
crease of more than 20 per cent-
about $000 more students on all the
State campuses-since I took officeinnu
To meet the demands of this rise
In enrollment, the skylines of our
campuses are changing significant-
ly with rapid construction of new
classroom buildings and dormitor-
ies.
During the nearly two years that
have (Bleeped since my inaugura-
tion, we have engaged 500 new in-
*tractors and professors to serve
on the faculties of the university,
Its use community colleges, and
the five State colleges.
A total of 10,000 new dormitory
moms, providing campus accom-
modations for 20,000 young men
and soma), have been constructed
In those 31 months. Hundreds of
C141111001113 have been built, includ-
ing these in the new law and com-
Iron* balkliags at the University
it Kestneky.
These achievements were made
media with the help at the largest
appropriation ever mods in the
history of the State's higher educa-
tion program-a total of $1111 stallion
from Os 'Neural fund, wprend by
the MINI Kestecky Logilatere he
the bindes. This was 011 milks
mere Sim is" Mk
lend passage by the U. S. Sen-
ate it the Pnekket's S4.7 billion
higher education MI, coupled with
Keseeeky's community college pro-
gram, will media deesands at
yang Kentaddais to continue
noir eidatisa and develop their
adman
Misr prevision of the national
begidatisa, seedy students may ob-
tate grads ranging from MOO to
MAL !revisits also is made for
steads he. aid assistance in
procuring jobs u- -- a work-study
plan.
Nearly 5,000 students are enroll-
ed this year in U. K's community
colleges. That figure will soon dou-
ble and as it grows, the State will
find itself obligated to increase
funds Muchfocdr thwheaset Is soli*: uet sollsa ryto pro-
mote and provide for this and other
phases of higher education in Ken-
tucky can come through passage
in the November 2 election of the
State's proposed $176 million bond
is"Eearmarted for the university and
the colleges in the bond issue is $17
million. When matched with avail-
able Federal funds this will provide
an $97 million higher education
building program for Kentucky.
The Kentucky Council on Public
Higher , Education predicts that
95,475 students will be enrolled in
the state's public and private uni-
versities and colleges by 1170. I
will be proud of this program.
Kentucky's colleges today are
Kentucky's hopes for success in the
serious competition in which she is
now engaged with other states for
more industry, more productive
farms, more tourism, better high-
ways and higher per capita income.
Kentucky's colleges emit train
men and women who can Owing the
benefits of modem toebedogy to
every county in thi stela, who can
he create the remnants* at eco-
nomic advance on wiled prosperity
Kentucky's colleges must serve
as centers in "Ida her yang peo-
ple can acquire the Inowledge to
run the factories, kerb to the
schools, manage the beeleseses,
farm the land, and staff Ow gov-
ernments.
SPEAK UP FOR KENTUCKY
Thomas Johnson. Jr., wnal and
published the first poetry mitts,
and published wed of the Alle-
ghenies. The volume was called
-Kentucky Miscellany" and it was
printed by John Bradford to Lex-
ington in 1719 Tell everybody about
your state. Let's Speak Up For
Kentucky.
hffit40 TO ALL BOSSES: Experts are gradually solving
commicatices problem after another. These days
• ponsikie to mach folks by phone just about anywhere
... sky, ma. hod. Matter of fact, there's really only one
paws nobody's found out how to reach ... a boss who
leaves die dice without telling his secretary where hes
• • •
UMW WHAT 'I'M STRANGE
LOOKING OBJECT ON THE
TABLE /ST les a telephone ... the
lint one ever made! The scene was
an ink in imam back in March.
111711„ and Alezaeder Graham Bell
and ibises wefts had just made
the int eezcessital tdepbone call in
kimary. What a bag way we've
came lime that biocide day! One
impeomment after another has made
pew telephone one of the most dB-
cleat seam of communikation in the world. 'And all dur-
ing the. yews, the coot of Long Distance calls has bees
gobs down. It instanice, in 1915 when the ant tram-
onnalemal phone call We made, it would have oat you
1214.111 flor a 3-Wm* can from New York to San Pres-
deft Tesehey, yea cm make the same call he as litda as
$UM pis tart That's the kind of progress that has made
year eciaphone one of the biggest bargains in your holm
aid onkel
• •
IS TOM MN-AGM IN "THE BOOK"? Ma tie-
gime hook we mesa Hawaii , the heed of your him
ant jet Ihilk ohm a no s meld be tat the
high schnil ass Bike la year tan* to he lied in le



























































































































































SPEAK UP FOR KENTUCKY
The first library west of the Alle-
ghenies was at Transylvania Col-
lege. The first public library was
the Lexington Library founded in
1796. The first full-size book, "A
Lecture on the Divine Decrees" by
David Bruce, was printed by John
Bradford in Lexington in 1791. Let's
Speak Up For Kentucky.
More than 478 million individual
13. S. Savings Bonds are being held
by Americans today. They repre-
sent holdings of approximately
$48.9 billion dollars. Of the indi-
vidual Bonds outstanding, about
446 million are in the $25 to $200
denominations, indicating the ap-
peal of the Bond program to the
small saver.
With JIM PRYOR
haialiond *gad, Own cash.' Wren/
Alfalfa . . . A Profitable Forage
Sound management pays off in
any business. This one item has
meant success to more business
men and farmers than fat con-
tracts or high yields. This state-
ment however, is more true and
Important today than ever before.
Never have we been faced with
management problems as we are
today. I should also add, and with
much satisfaction, that our farm-
ers today are paying much more
attention to the management phase
than they did in years past.
I would like to stress one crop
that is becoming very important
in this area, Alfalfa. The care of
your alfalfa field for hay produc-
tion will mean whether or not you
harvest a profitable crop. Also, in
years past, not enough attention
has been paid to this all important
crop however, the price for seed,'
limestone, fertilizer, and labor
have increased to the extent that
we must now give specific atten-
tion to all phases.
There are many things to re-
member in order to successfully
get a profitable stand of alfalfa.
Land selection, soil testing, proper
amounts of agriculture limestone
and fertilizer applied to the fields,
varieties adapted to an area, land
preparation and proper dates for
sowing are all important. When
these have been mastered and the
crop is on its way, there are al-
ways some rules of thumb to re-
member if the hay crop is main-
tained profitably and if top yields
are to be obtained. The number of
years that a field will remain pro-
ductive is also of paramount im-
portance in the minds of livestock
men. From 3 to 4 cuttings a year
can be made where a field is pro-
ducing as it should. The first cut-
ting needs to be in a very early
blooming stage. This gives better
quality hay and leaves time for
three more cuttings in a season.
Make the second cutting six weeks
after the first, the third and fourth
should come at 5 to 6 week inter-
vals. It is an understood rule not
to cut alfalfa in late September. At
this time. The plant needs to store
food before being nipped by jack
frost.
Remember, feeding the alfalfa
plant is a must. Alfalfa yielding
from four to six tons of hay per
year will remove sixty pounds of
phosphate, one hundred eighty
pounds of potash, 12 to 15 pounds of
boron and about 6 pounds of sul-
fur. This plant food MUST be re-
placed first before next years crop
can begin to grow. Alfalfa does
not need nitrogen after it is once
established. The forage crop can be
top dressed with SOO pounds of
0-10-30 per acre immediately after
the first cutting and later applica-
tions if found to be necessary by
growth rates and color.
Alfalfa is one crop that will do a
wonderful job of producing hay
when all of the improved practices
are followed. There is no doubt
that this is the finest hay crop
grown on any farm, but it just will
not grow by itself, you have to
help.
You'll Say they're delicious,
_ BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
No place on earth has more to offer than Hot Springs...
and there's no finer plate to stay than Th. Arlington.
SWini in our beautiful cascade pools . enjoy cocktail
parties, dinner music and dances ... dine on gourmet
food ... golf on our two 16-hole Championship courses.
All sports and recreations in Hot Springs including
fishing and boating. Tale the world-famous thermal baths
with new WHIRLPOOL and massages right in The Arlington.
For Rates and Beautiful Color Brochure—
Write EDGAR A. MAY, Mgr., The ARLINGTON HOTEL Phone: AREA 501
NAtional 3-7771HOT SPRINGS
National Park,Arkansas





with National headquarters in
Brandon, Vermont, plans Ayrshire
Sale in Dresden. Cows and fresh
first-calf heifers, all Tb & Blood
tested within 15 days, and inoculat-
ed against shipping fever will be
offered at auction.
The Weakley County Livestock
Pavilion has again been selected
as the site for the sale to be held
on September 25th at 7:30 P. M.
Merle R. King, the Association rep-
resentative, who may be known by
many in the area, will be in charge
of the sale.
A fresh three-year-old, whose
dam has a two-year-old record of
10,903 lbs. milk, 4.5 percent 487 lbs.
(at, will sell. Her grand-dam has
five records over 13,000 tbs. milk.
Many good records are in the
pedigrees for the Ayrshires in this
sale. Several cows milking 60 lbs.
a day.
Dairymen in the South are find-
ing that the Ayrshire breed is well
suited to their needs. This group
of Ayrshire* is of varying ages,
and will fit into established herds,
or they will be good foundation
animals. 37 head will be catalogued
with all official production records
included.
Ayrshires are noted for their a-
bility to produce large quantities
of 4 percent milk - for their rug-





A suit filed by The Murray Demo-
crat in Calloway Circuit Court mks
that City Judge Jake Dunn and Po-
lice Chief Burman Parker be re-
quired to open city police court
records for daily inspection.
The newspaper 011101111de it has
been denied access to the records
for several years. The suit adds
that state law requires the records
to be open to the public.
Dunn and Parker could not be
reached for comment.
Edwin Jennings. editor of the
paper, said Dunn had told him "it
would require a court order" to
have the information made public.
Jennings said the paper is not
interested in trivial offenses, but
only in matters where bodily harm
might be involved, such as drunk
driving.
SPEAK UP FOR KENTUCKY
Kentucky supplied more than 75,-
000 soldiers to the nation during
World War I, the highest number
in proportion to its population of
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OBION COUNTY
Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.
Farm programs administered by
ASC farmer-committeemen have
an important role In organized
watershed programs, Narvel Seals,
Chairman, Obion County Agricul-
tural Stabilization and Conservation
Committee, said today. The prin-
cipal example is the Agricultural
Conservation Program (ACP), al-
though the feed grain, wheat, con-
servation reserve, and cropland
conversion programs also provide
many benefits to the people and
lands of most agricultural water-
sheds.
Through ACP, the Chairman ex-
plained, land-treatment measures
were performed over the 10-year
period 1955 - 64 by an estimated
300,000 different farmers and ranch-
ers in over 1,300 organized water-
sheds throughout the country. The
farmer-and-ACP cost-sharing in-
vestment represented by this work
had reached a total of WO million
through the end of 1964.
The assistance ACP and other
ABCS programs offer not only helps
attain watershed program goals,
but often is a deciding factor in
whether a watershed is organized
and carried forward. ACP's assist-
ance is a direct contribution toward
such work, but assistance avail-
able through the Income protection
and cropland diversion and adjust-
ment programs is no less real since
It increases the farmer's ability to
make his financial contributions to
watershed program objectives.
Further, the conservation use that
is made of cropland diverted from
production greatly advances water-
shed protection and permits the
timely establishment of structural
and related practices on the land
while it Is not being used for crop
production.
In 1964, a fourth of the total $45.5
million conservation investment
through ACP in all watershed pro-
gram areas was in the 11 large
flood-prevention watersheds; °w-
hatf was in the pilot and Public
Law 506 watersheds authorized for
operations or planning assistance;
and one-fourth was in the "miscel-
laneous" type of watershed pro-
grams developed under State laws
or organized local sponsorship.
Selected significant land-treat-
ment measures carried out in such
areas included more than 600,000
acres on which enduring cover was
established; nearly 24,000 acres
planted to trees; more than 296,000
acres terraced; and more than
10,000 storage type water impound-
ments constructed. Many additional
ACP practices of similar import-
ance applied by farmers in these
areas helped to meet watershed
program goals. Estimates are that
a gross total of 4 million acres of
farmland in these watershed pro-
gram areas received conservation
treatment under the 1964 ACP.
In addition to direct agricultural
benefits, watershed programs mean
(1) adequate supplies of clean
water, (2) less damage and ex-
pense from floods and erosion and
from stream and reservoir silta-
tion, and (3) better, more accessi-
ble recreational facilities.
For Fine Liquors
178 45-51 By Pass lOghlsa4s - Fulton
Got the highest rate on your savings at
Security Federal Savings and Lean Asso-
ciation at 124 East Center Street in Sikeston,
Missouri. Savings are insured up to $111,900
by the Federal Savings & Lean Insurance
Corporation — an agency of tho Federal





SAVINGS added by the 10th
EARN DIVIDENDS FROM THE lst
LET'S GET
ACQUAINTED
Write today for ad-
ditional information
and financial state-
ment, or you may
send your check or
money order to open
your account, and
this coupon.
Mr. James M. Beaird, Manager
Security Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
124 East Center St. Sikeston, Mo. Send
your annual report and information to
Name 
Address 
City  State 
ALL SMILES AS THEY ANTICIPATE a fun-filled two weeks together are (from left): Becky Mitchell, Isabel Nieves, Brenda Barker, Amelia
Proem Galvez, Teresa Pennington, Graciela Merino S., Harriet Hancock. (Photo by Aden.)
OPERATION AMIGO BECOMES A REALITY: Sunday nigitt at the Fulton bandstand, what had been only a slip of paper with. name on it
assigned to a Futter% host family became a real, smiling "amigo" in the flesh.. Above group includes (from loft): Stan Hurt, Gustavo Dermas
Espartos., Rodney Fester, Enrique Proem Galves, Jose David Patten Oritz, Mrs. Jane Edwards. (Photo by Adelle)
CHESTNUT GLADE
By bEre. Harvey Vaughn
Mrs. Jim Burke, Mrs. Ruby Ross,
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan, Mrs. Fred
Vaughan and Mrs. W. G. Morrison
attended the meeting at the court-
house in Dresden last Monday.
Many questions of interest were
explained concerning Medicare.
Mrs. Johnnie Simpson moved last
Wednesday to the home she recent-
ly bought in Martin.
Word has been received that
Mrs. Minard Nanney had major
surgery recently in the Deaconess
Hospital in Detroit. She is reported
to be recovering as well as could
be expected.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Richards and
children, from California, are visit-
ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs-Dean
Terrell, and his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Richards, and other
relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Simpson
and sons have returned to their
home in Chicago, after spending
several days with his mother and
helping her to get moved.
Sympathy is extended to Mrs.
Evie Taylor in the death of her
brother, Jim Ridings, who has
made his home with her for the
past several years. The funeral and
burial were at Waverly, Tenn.,
where he had formerly lived.
Darrell Rogers sold his dairy
herd to Tommie Pate last week.
Darrell plans to devote his time to
shop work, which he has been do-
ing for the past few years in his






Fall semester enrollment at the
University of Kentucky's main
campus at Lexington totals 12,31111.
The record enrollment at Lexing-
ton also reflects records set in all
of UK's facilities and class pro-
grams. The total enrollment, in-
cluding the community colleges,
night for credit classes on the main
campus, and extension classes is
approximately 18,456.
College enrollments are: Arts
and Sciences, 4,526; Agriculture
and Home Economics, 215; Com-
merce, 1,108; Education, 1,698;
Engineering, 1,388; Law, 388; Phar-
macy, 130; Medicine, 281; Nursing,
174; Dentistry, 152; School of Archi-
tecture, 211; Graduate School,
1,957, plus 15 students who have
not been registered with a particu-
lar college.
The community colleges, also re-
porting a record enrollment, show-
ed a total of 4.819 students. The
breakdown: Hopkinsville, 333;
Somerset, 369; Prestonsburg, 580;
Elizabethtown, MO; Southeast at
Cumberland, 388; Northern at Cov-
ington, 1,216; Henderson, 414; Fort





geant William G. Brady, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest W. Brady of 302
Cedar St. Fulton, Ky., has been
awarded the U. S. Air Foree'Cons-
mendation Medal at Columbus
AFB, Miss.
Sergeant Brady, a jet engine
maintenance technician, received
the medal for meritorious service
at Columbus. He is a member of
the Strategic Air Command, Amer-
ica's long-rang nuclear bomber and
missile force.
The sergeant is a graduate of
Fulton High School.
Mis wife, Marie, is the daughter
of Mrs. Zona Fitzgerald of Troy,
Tam.
FORT HOOD, TEX.--Lloyd K.
Bradley, 34, son of Mr. and airs.
Charlie Bradley, $09 Chickasaw
St., Hickman, Ky., was promoted
to specialist four Sept. 9 while as-
signed to the let Armored Division
at Fort Mod, Tex.
Speciallit Bradley, a dispatcher
with Company D of the division's
Mai Ziemer Battalion, entered
the Army in October 1963 and re-
ceived basic traiinng at Fort Polk,
La.
Bradley attended Hickman Public
High School. Before entering the
Army he was employed as a linter
operator with the West Kentucky
Lumber Company.
SPEAK UP FOR KENTUCKY
The first railroad in Kentucky
was from Lexington to Frankfort
and was completed in 105. Thin
was among the tint railroads in
the United States. Let's Speak Up





Kentucky Dam Village State Park
has been selected as the site of
next year's 17-state Southern Gov-
ernor's Conference.
Accepting an invitation extended
by former Governor Lawrence W.
Wetherby, in behalf of Governor
Edward T. Breathitt, the South's
governors voted unanimously to
hold their 32nd annual meeting at
the Gilbertsville park on Kentucky
Lake.
The governors concluded e four-
day meeting Sept. 16 at Sea Island,
Wetherby told the governors that
Barkley Lake would be impounded
by the time of next year's con-
ference, creating one of the largest
recreational areas in the nation
near the park site.
'We also will take you on a
cruise of the lakes aboard the Belle
of Louisville," Wetherby promised.
The conference elected Breathitt
as chairman of the committee on
highway safety for the coming
year. Breathitt was unable to at-
tend the conference this year be-
cause of the special session of the





The Central offices of the State
Department of Mental Health are
now located in Frankfort. The
agency completed the move from
Louisville this month. it is now
housed in the State Office Building
annex here.
The agency's move was contem-
plated for several months, Acting
Commissioner Daniel S. Tuttle
said. It was made to bring the de-
partment's offices closer to those
of other State health and welfare
agencies.
The department's guardianship
Program, film library and other
stacks of mental health education
materials will remain at 600 West
Cedar St. in Louisville, Tuttle said.
Divisions located in Frankfort
are administration, community ser-
vices, planning and mental retar-
dation. The department operates
psychiatric hospitals in Anchorage,
Danville, flopkinsville and Lexing-
ton and two hospital-schools for re-
tarded persons at Frankfort and
Dawson Springs.
Series J and K United States
Savings Bonds, even though ma-
tured, may be re-invested in Series
E or H Bonds, without regard to
the annual limitation on purchases:
Series J Bonds, not later than six
months after maturity, may be ex-
changed for Series H. Bonds with
the owner gaining a tax deferral
on the J Bond interest.
The turnover rate in U. S. Sav-
ings Bonds is less than one per
cent per month, the Treasury re-
ports. For the past four years, it
has averaged only 10 per cent of






• alp it slow and easy
• it's TRUE bourbon
• it's made by Hiram Walker
• it's 86 proof




I IITILL QUART 91-00(Tax loggia)
9.
ALSO AVAILABLE IN 100 PROOF, BOTTLED IN BOND
HIRAM WALKER I SONS INC., PEORIA, IWNOIS
HOEPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
the Fulton Hospitals on Wednes-
day, September 22:
JONES HOSPITAL
Doran Colley, Mrs. J. E. Diggs,
H. E. Shupe, Rufus Sellars, Mrs.
Warren Bard, Coy Matheny, Mrs.
Fannie O'Nan, Roy long, Fulton;
Charles Rushing, Coy Matheny,
Dukedom; Herber Walker, Detroit.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Stanley Beadles, Mac Ryan,
Mrs. William Forrester, Mrs. Paul
Howard, Frances Branch, A. F.
Kupfer, Fulton; Mrs. DeWitt Ram-
sey, Mrs. George Carter, Mrs.
F's-ankle Ferguson, Ulla Mai Mor-
ris, Priscilla Johnson, South Ful-
ton; Miss Brenda McKeel, little
Eddie Reed, Water Valley; Mrs.
Vernon Wall, Route 4, Martin; Mrs.
Nettie Davis, Crutchfield; Carlisle
Cruse, Pilot Oak; Elmer Farmer,
Clinton; Mrs. Sally Bradley, Mrs.
Kathleen Golden, Mrs. Jimmie
Tucker, Donnie Tibbs, Wingo; Mrs.
Bobby Curlin, Cayce; Mrs. Corinne
Ward, Mayfield; Mrs. J. P. Owens,
Union City.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Bill HIsey, Lawson Roper, Mrs.
Hattie Ford, Mrs. Iola Collins,
Henry Grissom, Shirley King, Ful-
ton; Mrs. Henry Dunn and baby,
W. L. Carter, South Fulton; Mrs.
R. B. Watts, Mrs. Raymond Gam-
bill, Mrs. Walter Smith, Route 1,
Fulton; Mrs. Otis Canter, Loney
Anderson, Mrs. Grace Griffin, Mrs.
Curt Muzzall, Route 3, Fulton;
Mrs. H. A. Butler, Route 4, Ful-
ton; Norman Blalock, Mrs. Rad-
ford Chambers, Mrs. Edd John-
son, Dukedom; Mrs. Will Mont-
gomery, Mr. and Mrs. Buford
Walker James L. Barry, Clinton;
Martha Sue Floyd, Route 1, Clin-
ton; Jeffry Holland, Mrs. Nora
Huss, Wingo; Aubrey Choate, Route
1, Wingo; Mrs. Daisy Champion,
Cayce; Hazel Elliott, Danny Stroud,
Crutchfield; Dewey Harris, Route




Funeral services for Mrs. Lola
Dick, 83, ef Lynnville, will be held
this (Thursday) afternoon at 3:30
in the Lynnville Oommuaity
Church. Bro. Ray Woodard wiUd-
ficiate, assisted by Bro. Jimmie
Lipford, pastor of the thumb.
Burial, under the direction of Jaek-
son's Funeral Home, will be in the
Pentecostal Holiness Church ceme-
tery.
Mrs. Dick died suddenly at her
home Tuesday night at 7:50. She
was born in Graves County Aug-
ust 4, 1883. Her husband, Orie.
Dick, preceded her in death in
1880.
Surviving are two sons, Willie
and Willard Dick of Lynnville; one
daughter, Mrs. Sanford Wiggins of
Lynnville; five grand children,
eight great grandchildren and one
great-great grandchild.
Mrs. Brace Bynum
Funeral services for Mrs. Bruce
Bynum were held in the Knob
Creek Church of Christ last Friday
afternoon, with the pastor, Bro.
Charles Wall, officiating. Burial
was in the church cemetery.
Mrs. Bynum, 50, of Route 2,
Dukedom, died suddenly on Sep-
tember 15 in Fuller-Morgan Hos-
pital in Mayfield.
In addition to her husband. She
is survived by one daughter, Mrs.
Charles Coiburn of Detroit.
Auto Blows Tire;
4 Escape Injury
Mrs. Mario Schmitt and her
three grandsons, Mike, Ronald and
Charles Knight, narrowly escaped
serious injury Monday afternoon
when the car in which they were
riding blew out a tire and crashed
into a telephone pole, on Highway
51, about five miles north of Ful-
ton.
Mrs. Schmitt, who was driving
was thrown from the car before it
struck the pole, but none of the




David Dunn, Steve Fly, Kim
Hotnra, Terry Johnson, Ricky Hop-
kins, David Moss, David Pounders,
Johnny Ragsdale, Stanley Scates,
Steve Vincent and Charles Walker,
Jr., all members of Boy Scout
Troop No. 42, attended the JLT
Course at Kenlake State Park last
week end.
The JLT is an annual training
course held for Patrol leaders and





Nelda Clement, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Clement and a
senior at South Fulton Math School,
was chosen 1965 Homecoming
Queen by members of the South
Fulton football squad and coaches.
She will be crowned at the Home-
coming Game here on Friday, Sept.
24, when the Redmen play Alamo
at South Fulton
The queen is a cheerleader.
Her attendants will be Uncle
Nanney, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Nanney of Chestnut Glade
and Mollie Alexander, daughter Of
Mr. and Mrs, E. K. Alexander. Stis
Is the captain of the cheerleader.
Both are seniors.
Also, participating in the Home-
coming ceremonies will be the
other me ere of the cheerleader
squad — JOSSIU Woodruff, Vicki
Adams, Sherry Bros:bye11, and
Domia Peeples. Co-captains • Larry




Rita Cash, daughter of ?fir. and
Mrs. W. Z. Cash, a freshman, won
the title of Homecoming Queen
and will be crowned at the home-
coming game on October 8 between
Greenfield and Fulton, to be played
here.
Other candidates, all of whom
were chosen by the football team,
were Ruth Ann Burnette, sopho-
more; Brenda McBride, junior,
and Fay &mood, senior.
A magazine subscription drive
sponsored by the school, with the
freehmlen selling the most subscrip-
tion", determined the whinier.
Enpute To Florida;
Stop For Visit Here
Guests of 4r. and Mn, a C.
Seas last Mislay were Mi. and
=William Krell of Woodstock,, and Mr. and Mra NI*
Haihomer Tripp, South Daktga.
The two couples were enroute to
norand elemed with the Sams
kg' did Cabin visit.
9st
Susanna Wesley Circle Page 4A,
Meets With Mrs. Barnes
The regular meeting of the Paris
District Susanna Wesley Circle was
held last Thursday, September 16,
in the home of Mrs. W. T. Barnes.
The devotion was given by Mrs.
CareIla Sykes and the program was
given by Mrs. Barbara Moorehead,
Mrs. Nancy Wheatley and Mrs.
Anna McAdoo.
A delicious 1..-cheon was served
by Mrs. Bar as, assisted by Mrs.
Anna McAdoo, Mrs. Allie Mobley,
ars. Linda Underwood, Mrs. Jean




A fourteen-year-old Wingo boy,
Jeffry Hudson Holland, sustained
Injuries last Saturday afternoon
when the motor scooter he was
riding crashed into the side of a
car driven by Robert E. Hatmaker
of Route 1, Wingo. He was rushed
to the Fulton Hospital, where his.




Information has been received
that Staff Sgt. Wayne Ramsey, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Dewitt Ramsey of
Route 2, Fulton, was critically in-
jured last Saturday night in an
automobile accident at Murfrees-
boro, Tenn. He was taken to a
Murfreesboro hospital.









F I. $tate Line Phone 4794721
The Fulton News, Thursday, Sept. 23, 1965
This Is "National Highway Week,"
Spotlighting Kentucky's Progress
Governor Edward T. Breathitt
has proclaimed the week of Sept.
19 as "National Highway Week"
in Kentucky In keeping with the
nationwide observance, but an-
nounced today that Kentuckians
actually will lieve opportunity to
celebrate their state's expanding
highway program throughout Sep-
tember and °etcher.
Governor Breathitt and Highway
Commissioner Henry Ward an-
nounced a schedule of highway
public-ceremonies, including ground
breakings for new projects and
dedication of major jobs to be
finished by the end of October.
'Perhaps the one most awaited
by motorists is opening of the new-
ly named and almost completed
Bluegrass Parkway," Breathitt
said. "We will hold dedication cere-
monies Oct. 27 on this 72-mile-long
vital link between Eastern Ken-
tucky and Western Kentucky.
Preliminary plans call for state
officials and interested Kentuckians
to travel the entire length of the
new road, stopping for ceremonies
at the Versailles end; at Bardstown
and at the Elizabethtown end.
Further details will be announced
by the Highway Department as
they are finalized, according to
Commissioner Ward.
Scheduled events in date order
are as follows:
Sept. 24—,Dedication of new sec-
tion of US 23 at Ashland, 2:30 p. m.
Sept. 30—Groundbrealring for sec-
tion of US 119 in Harlan County, 1
p. m.
Oct. 14—Open house and dedica-
tion of new district highway office
building at Somerset, noon to 4
p.m.
Oct. le—Opening and dedication
of new section of US 31-E in Allen
County, 10 a. m.
Oct. 19--Dedication of 12 new
miles of Interstate 65 between Up-
ton and Munfordville, 2:30 p. m.
Oct. 20—Opening of new four.
lane section of US 60 in Owensboro
from Fourth Street to Green River
Steel factory, 2:30 p. m.
Oct. 36—Comp'etion of new sec-
tion of US 27 at Lancaster in Gar-
rard County. 2:30 p. m.
Oct. 27—Formal opening of Blue-
grass Parkway from near Lexing-
ton to near Elizabethtown.
Oct. 29—Opening to traffic and
dedication of another portion of the
Riverside Expressway in Louisville
at the Kentucky end of the John F.
Kennedy (I-65) Bridge, a p. m.
Oct. 30—Dedication of new sec-
tion of Preston Street in Jefferson
County, 10 a. m.
"These public ceremonies are be-
ing held at the request of various
interested civic organisations and
groups who want to call attention
to completion or start of highway
projects so vitally important to
Kentucky," Ward said. "Many
other projects, including Interstate
and major primary work, will be
finished and opened to the public
by Thanksgiving but it is impossi-
ble to hold ceremonies on all 2,000
miles of roads improved in 1965.
Itieredore, the Highway Depart-
ment agreed to participate in
recognizing projects to be finished
first and where local groups ex-
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Special guests at the September
28 meeting of the Marshall Alex-
ander Post American Legion and
Auxiliary will be Patricia de Bal-
lesteros, who is Miss Ecuador; her
mother, Florence de Ballesteros,
and the thirty-three Latin-American
students who are in Fulton under
the sponsorship of Operation
Amigo, for the third International
Banana Festival. Mrs. Ballesteros
is the official chaperone for the
students.
A "pot-luck" dinner will be serv-
ed at 6:30 p. m., in the Legion Hall,
after which the students will pre-
sent a program in connection with
the Legion and Auxiliary's Pan-
American program. Following this,
separate business meetings will be
held by the two organizations.
Barbecue will be furnished by
the Legion, and Auxiliary members
are requested to bring salads,
vegetables and desserts.
CLASSIFIED ADS
TV ANTENNAS: We install —
Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 307. Roper Television.
WE BUY, sell and trade shotguns
and rifles. Western Auto Store,
Lake Street, Fulton.
Singer with Zig Zager, take over
balance of $32.40. No credit needed.
Write or call Credit Manager, 317
W. Main Street, Lexington, Ky.
Out-of-town call collect 252-1859, Si
hours.
Immediate openings - Two ladies,
full or part-time. 2 to 4 hour' daily,
nis-is a job that you can do from
your home. Qualifications: pleasant
personality, and private phone.
Send brief resume to: P. 0. Box
MI, Madisonville, Kentucky.'
Sewing Machine: Singer Zig Zag,
patches, darns, monograms meny
fancy designs. Responsible party
to take over 9 payments of $11.40 or
pay cash balance of $611.00. Write
or call Credit Manager, 117 W.
Main Street, Lexington, Ky. Outof-
town call collect as-itio, 114 hours.
"Notice is hereby given to all
persons having claims ageing the
'testate of Margaret Tate, Deceased,
to file same with the undersigned
at the address given below and to




P. 0. Box 10011
Paducah, Kentucky
Executor of the Will of Margaret
Tate, Deceased."
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma-
chine and electric floor polisher
and eiectric vacuum cleaner. Ex-
change Furniture Co.
HELP WANTED: Man or woman
wanted to supply Rawleigh pro-
ducts to consumers in Fulton Co. or
City of Fulton. Good time to start.
No Capital required. Write Raw-












All types of Insurance
"CoverIne Everything"
4n Lake St.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.
PUBLIC AUCTION
I will on October 9, 194S at
10:00 a. m. sell at public auction
all of the household furniture
Including antiques, silver and
china, and also the house and
lot located at 403 West State
Line Street In South Fulton,
Tennessee In order to create as-
sets to be divided ameng the
heirs of Mrs. Mary Alice Doug-
las, Deceased.
The said house and lot can be
inspected by appointment.
John W. Hart, Executor of the
Estate of Mrs. Mary Alice Doug-
las, Deceased.
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Ceres Frtelds
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
and sons, Mark and Stevie, of Mar-
tin, spent Sunday here with their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassi-
ter.
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
11 a. m. and also at the evening
worship, following the Baptist
Training Union. A good attendance
was had at each service.
The community was saddened the
past week when news reached
here of the death of Mrs. Bruce
Bynum at Fuller Gilliam Hospital
in Mayfield. Mrs. Bynum was a
resident here the most of her life
and a member of Knob Creek
Church of Christ, where funeral
service was held, with Bro. Charles
Wall officiating. Jackson Brothers
Funeral Home was in charge of all
arrangements, with burial in the
church cemetery. We extend sym-
pathy to the bereaved family.
We have received news of the
death of Mrs. Bessie Timmons,
which occurred in Louisville, KY,
the past Wednesday at 2:15 p. m.,
death attributed to a heart attack.
Mrs. Timmons had been a resident
there for many years and, although
she hadn't been well for some
time, her death came as a shock
to the family. Funeral services
• DUKEDOM RT. 2
Um 0. P. 'Fairiew
Mr. and Mrs. if W Ruddie re-
turned home last week, after visit-
ing some of their children in Illi-
nois and Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Yates, Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin Carr and Miss
Maggie Yates were Sunday dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Givens.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Taylor were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Mc-
Guire Saturday night.
Larry Matthews, of near Duke-
dom, entered college in Martin
Monday of this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Puckett,
of Lone Oak, were guests of his
mother, Mrs. Hattie Puckett, of
Pilot Oak last Sunday.
Our sympathy goes out to the
family of Mrs. Virginia Bynum,
who passed away suddenly at the
Fuller Morgan Hospital in May-
field last week.
'Mrs. Hallie Mainline of near
Fulton and Mrs. Marguerite Steph-
ens of Fulton called on Mr. and
Mrs. Tremon Rickman Sunday af-
ternoon.
Mrs. Ora McGuire, of Dukedom,
spent Thursday of last week in the
home of her daughter, Mrs. Louis
loges, near Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. Ft- Taylor were
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. J. T. Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Rowland
and Mariellen, Mr. and Mrs. Mar-
tin Givens and Cecil Williams call-




Terry Norman School has sent
two boxes of books to Jessie Lay,
Superintendent of Knox County
Schools, in Barber-vile, Ky., in
connection with the Books for Ap-
palachia Children project, nponsor-
ed by the National PTA.
'The project was started by the
Terry Norman PTA last spring.
• Expertly Prepared • Washed
Clean • Laboratory Tested •
Free Burning • Easy to Fire





Eight 0' Clock. 1BLabg. 321 9969t 
Maxwell House 1(71.4.1213fCfa)" 774 "54 2 L21"
CHASE & (74 Oi) 774
SANBORN SANKA  1c°;111  .934 YUBIN 87e
YELLOW CLING 1 Lb.,A8tP Peaches Sliced Or Halves 4 13 Oz.Cans 994
CIRCUS 1 Qt.Fruit Drinks All Flavors 4 14 Os.Cons 894
Gall" -99$Vanilla Ice Cream
Cheese
FRESH BRICK




SAVE ON A&Ps FRUITS & VEGETABLES
CALIFORNIA TOKAY McINTOSH 
394
6-LB
Grapes Li. 124 Apples 11A6 
Whole Wheat 1Lf. Lb.214 - 17. S. NO. I PUERTO RICAN
Gerry ne.tittAER E. 39e Mb Naha 2ou. Bag 7k yams 3 las. 25cJANE (Sew 16d)
Layer Coke  "06971:4" (h"14):)494
were held there, with burial also.
We extend profound sympathy to
the bereaved children.
Mrs. Florence M '-s passed
away the past week in Union City,
where she resided with children.
Mrs. MeAkS had been in declining
health the past several years, but
death followed a heart condition.
Interment was here at Morgan
Cemetery in the family burial plot.
Sympathy is extended to the fami-
ly by all friends around ins sec-
tion.
Mrs. Jack McClain is feeling
some better at this time, after suf-
fering some complication several
days ago, and we hope she will
soon be quickly restored.
LaVerne Windsor has returned
home from the Fulton Hospital,
after several days treatment for a
heart condition. We hope he will
continue to improve each day.
I wish to correct an error in last
week's write-up. It is Covene Hast-
ings instead of Corene Hastings
who had surgery in a Detroit hos-
pital. Later news from him is that
he is making strides toward re-
covery and his home address is
1214 E. Breckenridge, Ferndale
20, Mich. All friends may still send
some get-well, cheer cards to that
address. Ile will be glad to hear
from all friends bads home here.
Many are planning to attend the
community fair at Paimersville
next Saturday. Many prizes will be
even and nice, attractive exhibits
will be shown. This promises to be
a full day's program, and plate
lunches will be served on the
grounds at noon, so attend with
new and old friends.
If any of you re- s like pets •
well, you should drop by and se;
our Persian kittens. At our house
hold we have four, two of whic
are white. They are Fluffy an
Duffy. Two are yellow and they at
Randy and Sandy. They are
playful and, as any ordinary kit


















No Limit • None Seta T. D.011,,,
3 Lb. PBlicizg 
... 2 Lb. B" 98cChicken Liverso Lb' Pkg. 384) Lb $188 Sausage 3 PURE PORK 01M.
U.S.D.A. Frozen 5 SUPER RIGHT (Hot Or
Ground Beef(Lesser Quonitiets Lb. 49e)Lb.Super Right Fresh or more 45% Shrimp-CABPR ;NA 
JOHN
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NEW EVERYDAY LOW COFFEE PRICES
Here are I
- 5 good reasons
for not buying
Jane Parker White Bread:
JANE PARKER'S
Whels Wesel 3. Rakes
1. 4. Cream/ Wheat
5. Pempenskeef
Actually, there area, or more. The variety
Odelicious Jane Parker Breads is greater
than enyOne else offers.
JANE PARKER (Sew 64) BREAD
• Liquid BONESSE SHAMPOO
(trove 44) Pkg. AR capn Detergent
 Of 6 4
Cookies STRIUMANN SANDWICH 20 Oz. Pkg. 354 Preserves
A. V NILLA
Fig Newtoir Oran
8 Oz. Bat. 494
Jolly Iced Doeuts ANN PAGE Pure
Peach, Pineapple,
Apricot Or Cherry
3 Ch. Bats. $11"
1 Lb. Jar 29,
A e P FROZEN Oz.
ge juice coant. 29i 
Puffin Biscuitse33e
CLn:494 6114.°,1'..774 97cFolgers 




DOG FOODLeaf Whiiiiiiis 1e. 354
Bog 
(Chunks Of Beef Or tiorserterilet1444141) 
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Ann Thacker Weds Roland Pullen
In Late August Ceremony Here
The wedding of Miss Aim Thack-
er, granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John Ray, and Roland Pullen, eon
of Mrs. Minnie Pullen, was solem-
nized on Sunday, August 29, at live
o'clock in the evening. The Rev.
John Thomas performed the double
ring ceremony in the Freewill Bap-
tist Church.
The wedding vows were ex-
changed before an altar decorated
with white gladioli and fern. Tap-
ers, burning in branched candel-
abra, and a white satin kneeling
bench completed the chancel deco-
rations. The pews reserved for the
family were marked with white
satin bows.
Mrs. Harman Hamilton, pianist,
presented a program of nuptial
music and anpqmpanied Mrs. Thel-
ma Lester, soloist, who sang "I
Love You Truly."
Mr. Elbert Vaughan and Mr.
Thomas F. Hart unrolled the white
aisle cloth.
The bride, entering the church
3n the arm of her father, who gave
her in marriage, wore a full-length
;own of whits pilau de sole. The
'3asque bodice, fashioned with a
:round neckline delicately outlined
vith lace scallops, was appliqued
vitb Chantilly lace, highlighted with
:ridescents. Back interest was ad-
ded to the controlled skirt with a









tapered to the wrist. The bride's
tiered veil of silk illusion fell from
an open crown of peau de sole, en-
hanced with appliques of Chantilly
lace. She carried a colonial bouquet
of white carnations, showered with
ribbons tied in love knots.
Mrs. Leroy Wilburn, sister of the
bride, was matron of home. She
wore a pale yellow street-length
dress and carried a matching bou-
quet.
Mrs. Donna Dawson, Mrs. Mary
Hart, Miss Jean Hayes, and Miss
Jessie Daniel were bridesmaids.
Their dresses were pale blue and
they carried matching bouquets.
Debra Jackson and Myra Atkins,
flower girls, wore idiort pink dress-
es. They scattered rose petals from
white baskets tied with pink rib-
bon.
John Robert Alg,.3 served the
groom as best man, and ushers
were Lawrence Patterson, Elbert
Vaughn, Aaron Johnson, and Thom-
as Hatt.
Miss Jo Ann McKinney kept the
geed register.
The bride's mother wore a pink
embroidered -linen dress, with a
matching pink hat. Her corsage
was of white carnations.
The grandmother of the bride
was attired in a light royal blue
dress with matching accessories,
and her shoulder corsage was of
white carnations.
The groom's mother wore a pink
silk organza dress, with inetching
accessories. Her shoulder &rear
also was of white carnation's.
A reception was held in the
church parsonage immediately fol-
lowing the ceremony.
Assisting at the reception were:
Mrs. V. 0. Mason, Mrs. R. C.
Waire, Mrs. Earl Gardner, Miss
Lou Ella Wilburn, Miss Connie
Rogers, Miss Dafayne ltogers, Mrs.
Mary Ann Hutchinson and Miss
Sandra Lee Daniel.
Out of town guests attending
were: Mrs. Leroy Pullen of St.
Louis, Mo., Mrs. Rose Morgan of
Chattanooga, Tenn., Miss Min
Moses of Hickman, Ky., Larry
Newby of New Albany, Miss., Mrs.
Itenenye Jean Franklin, Mrs. Mag-
gie Smith and Miss Beverly Ann
Burrows of Memphis, Tenn.
SPEAK UP FOR KENTUCKY
Mary T. Sasseen, a school teach-
er in Henciereon, Kentucky, origi-
nated Mother's Day in 1887. It was
made a national day in 1916. Let's
Speak Up For Kentucky. Your rural
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The University of Kentucky's
Centennial Conference on Aging is
being planned as a corresponding
event with the Governor's Confer-
ence on Aging. The pint program
will be held from 10 a. m. to 4
p. m., Oct_ 6, at the UK Student
Center. Gov. Edward T. Breathitt
will speak at a luncheon which is
expected to be attended by ap-
proximately 500 persons from
throughout the state.
Reservations for the luncheon
must be made with the office of
the UK Council on Aging by Oct. 1.
Tickets are $3.00 each. Eight or
nine men ,and women who are
known internationally as authori-
ties on matters pertaining to
will participate in the w
and panel sessions of the one-day
program.
SPEAK UP FOR KENTUCKY
The second golf course in the
United States was built at Middles-
boro, Kentucky, in 1895. This is a
state to be proud of. Let's Speak
Up For Kentucky.
SPEAK UP FOR KENTUCKY
Kentucky organized the second
state Department of Agriculture in
1874. Let's Speak Up For Kentucky.
Support The Samna Festival
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
following friends:
September 24: Mildred Cloys,
Dr. H. W. Connaughton, Edye
Dowdy, Michael Jones; September
25: David Long, Lucille Russell;
September 26: Mrs. Lester Betty,
Larry Gurley, Bobbie Huffine,
Stan Hurt, Frances Workman;
September 27: Mike Halley, John-
ny Holland, H. H. Murphy; Septem-
ber 28: P. D. Blaylock, W. S. Man-
tle, Phil Parker; September 20:
Mettle Essary, Nancy Jean Moss,
Donna Sisk, Douglas Smith; Sep-
tember 30: Sandra Lee Holt, Don
Reed.
Support The Banana Festival
Citizens Security Life Completes
Largest Stock Sale Of State Firm
The largest sale of stock in a
Kentucky-based life insurance com-
pany has been announced by Citi-
zens Security Life Insurance Com-
pany, with headquarters in Owens-
boro.
J. D. Butler, president, said com-
pletion of a $11.5 mlliion public of-
fering was achieved Saturday, with
4,500 aharelldffers in all 120 Ken-
tucky counties participating in fi-
nancing the company.
The stock sale was authorized by
the Kentucky Division of Securities
on February 5, ins, when the
company had on deposit $680,000 al-
ready* invested by 67 individuals
scattered throughout the state—all
Kentuckians. The sale was com-
pleted in seven months and six
days, a record time. Presentation
of the certificate of authority for
the opening of business is expected
to be granted by the Department
of irhurance at a dinner meeting
in Ov -boro on October 2.
With a total stock sale of $4,335,-
000„ the company will be starting
business with a capital and surplus
of $3,665,000. According to an in-
terim report to stockholders issued
recently by Citizens Security, this
means the company will be starting
business with more then twice the
capitalization of any previous Ken-
tucky-based insurance firm.
You bet they would .. and the dollars
would come rolling in!
Obviously, you can't afford 5,9110 real
salesmen...  but you can let the MTN
NEWS and the FULTON SHOPPER do the
job. They will bring your sales story to 23,000
readers every week, and at a cost you CAN af-
ford.
Think it over. . . figure the low cost to





























































































































By Km 11111maa Westbrook
C lk II Packing Company, located
just north of Dukedom, is finishing
an addition to the business. A new
freezer room now provides the ser-
vice of freezing your meat before
taking it to the home freezer.
Ed Work entered Mayfield Hos-
pital on Wednesday for treatment.
Charlie Rushing is at Jones Hos-
pital for tests and treatment. He
had surgery on Friday and his con-
dition is improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sergent re-
turned Friday from a visit in Lou-
isville.
Mrs. Tollie J. Heath has returned
from a visit with her children in
Detroit.
Laverne Windsor returned to his
home Saturday, after being in the
Fulton Hospital for treatment.
Sympathy is expressed to the
family of Mrs. Bruce Bynum, who
died unexpectedly on Wednesday.
Funeral and burial were at Knob
Creek Church.
Mrs. Louise Chambers had an
operation last Thursday in the Ful-
ton Hospital and is reported in a
satisfactory condition.
Durrell McCall was elected su-
perintendent of Good Springs Sun-
day School on last Sunday. He will
replace Hillman Westbrook, who
will complete twenty and one-half
consecutive years' service on the
last Sunday in September. Other of-
ficers and teachers elected were:
Thomas Bruce, Mrs. Winnie Cun-
ningham, T. L. Ainley, Frances
- Watkins, Mapelle AinieY, Laura De-
Freece and Juanita McCall.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Haley and
Donna visited Luther Little at Troy
on last Sunday.
Rev. and Mrs. Dale Shelton were
called to Louisville on last Tues-
day, due to the unexpected death
of Mrs. Shelton's father, W. E.
Stewart. He left his wife and one
other daughter. Sympathy is ex-
tended to the family.
Mrs. Loyd Watkins visited her
mother, Mrs. Lewis Cole, near
Paris last week. She is not so well
again.
• PIERCE STATION
ST Wm Aeries Lowe
A very nice crowd attended ser-
vice at Johnsons Grove Sunday.
Mrs. Jack Lowe returned from
Hillview Hospital Thursday. She
was suffering from a sprained
ankle. She will enter Baptist Hos-
pital in Memphis for treatment for
a nervous disorder, caused from a
recent operation for gall bladder
removal.
DeWitt Matthews and Mrs.
Frankie Ferguson have been on the
sick list. Both are better now.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Cunning-
ham, of Paducah, spent one day
last week with Mr and Mrs. John
Smith. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bus-
hart were Sunday afternoon visitors
and Jackson Fox, of Obion, was
a Saturday visitor. Both • Mr. and
Mrs. Smith are feeling better.
Mrs. Betty Burcham, of Clinton,
visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mandl Roach, Sunday afternoon;
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Counce, of
Fulton, were also visitors in the
Roach home.
David Long left Sunday for
UTMB. He attended summer school
there.
Mrs. Bud Stem spent a few hours
Saturday in Paducah with her
daughter, Mrs. Wallace Cunning-
ham, and family.
Miss Paula Long was hostess to
28 of her claumates at a wiener
roast and hayride Saturday night.
Miss Pamela Greer left Sunday
for Martin, where she will attend
college this winter.
Samoan Islands Have Educational
TV, But Kentucky Program Drags
While Kentucky observes PTA-
sponsored "Educational Television
Week," Sept. 19-25 in hopes of
spurring action on the dormant
Kentucky ETV network plan, the
remote South Sea islands of Ameri-
can Samoa are already enjoying
extensive ETV service.
Transmitters erected atop vol-
canic islands jutting above the
tropical island surrounding have
beell beaming educational telecasts
on three channels for a year.
Next month, three new Samoan
ETV channels will be added, wi-
ping the total to six.
Kentucky, meanwhile, is awaiting
the first action on the five year-
old statewide ETV network plan.
Submitted to a two-year study by
the Legislative Research Commis-
ion in 1960, the 11-station proposal
was approved by the 1962 General
Assembly.
When the budget was submitted
to the 1264 legislature, the antici-
pated appropriation for the state-
wide ETV system had been omit-
ted.
Since this delay, over 20 Ken-
tucky educational, civic and busi-
ness organizations have endorsed
the network proposal and called
for its early activation.
By comparison, Samoa's progress
in the field of instructional televi-
sion has impressed observers as
rapid.
One of several former Kentuck-
ians presently working on the Sa-
moan ETV project, Mrs. Mildred
Cobb, noted similarities between
the problems of the islands east of
Australia and the enigmas facing
Kentucky.
"Here in Samoa, as in parts of
Kentucky, people are cut off from
the world beyond," said Mrs. Cobb,
formerly of Louisville's Kentuck-
ian& Educational Television.
"KVZK-TV, our educational TV
station, is enabling us to bring the
world over water and mountains to
the most remote segments of the
Samoan population."
One of the advantages pointed to
by supporters of Kentucky's ETV
proposal is that a statewide net-
work would equalize educational
opportunities throughout the state,
particularly in mountain and rural
areas.
As in Kentucky, some had mis-
givings about the feasibility of the
SIMMS ETV scheme.
"Dail think we haven't had our
"Doubting Thomases," Mrs. Cobb
continued. "Each new step was
predicted to failure by the weak-
hearted. We've had delays, but
tonight the picture on the tele-
vision screens in our schools is
sharp and clear."
Recognizing that eyebrows would
be-raised in response to the refer-
ence to night telecasts, Mrs. Cobb
explained further.
"Yes, I did say tonight. Night
programming is one of our most
effective tools; one that, it seems,
could be useful in Kentucky, too.
The adults come at night, and day-
time classrooms become communi-
ty centers at night."
Drafters of Kentucky's ETV net-
work plan have suggested that con-
tinuing education courses could be
offered to adults in all sections of
the Commonwealth. In Kentucky,
where a sizable portion of the
homes have television sets, adults
could benefit from the programs in
the comfort of home, without hav-
ing to go to the nearest school.
In spite of "doubting Thomases",
Easy Mince Coffeecake
'Tis the season for something sweet and special — a temptation-
like Easy Mince Coffeecake to serve at those pre-holiday coffeetime
occasions. This creation gains spicy flavor from mincemeat swirled
both inside and atop. A minimum of ingredients blend together for
maximum eating satisfaction.
Speedy preparation of Easy Mince Coffeecake depends on en-
riched self-rising flour. Preblended leavening and salt eliminate
Measuring and sifting and assure a tender, flavorful coffeecake every
time. Dribble a simple confectioners sugar icing over the top for a
festive party touch.
Because self-rising lour is enriched It contains essential nutrients
— three B-vitamins, thiamine, niacin and riboflavin, plus the
minerals, calcium and iron. These nutrients are necessary every day













Grease 8-inch square rake pan. Preheat oven to 4006. In bowl sift
together flour and sugar. Cut in shortening until mixture resembles
, coarse crumb.. Blend together egg, milk and % cup mincemeat;
I add all at once to flour mixture, stirring only until flour is moistened.
Turn into pan, spreading evenly. Drop remaining mincemeat by
spoonfuls over batter, checkerboard fashion. Bake about 85 minutes
or until golden brown. Cool on rack a few minutes before removing
from pan. Dribble with confectioners sugar icing, if desired.
*If you don't sift and in the absence of other directions, spoon
Sour directly from container into a one-cup dry measure, level off,
then remove two level tablespoonfuls, according to USDA
ifileoMMendations.
— WIZ —
ATKINS, REAM and TAYLOR
l'OB YOUR
• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
• FARM LOANS
OFFICS PHONS 472-1351 DM MAIN STREET
FULTON, KENTUCKY
PAY TO LEARN!
Employer: "For a man with no
experience, you're certainly asking
a high wage."
Applicant: "Well, sir, the work's
so much harder when you don't
know what you're doing."
Sales of U. S. Savings Stamps,
principally through the Treasury's
School Savings Program, average
more than $U million annually.
More than 100 million separate
stamps are sold each year.
the young Samoan ETV venture is
already an unqualified success and
Is embarking on a new expansion
program.
An article in Saturday Review
terms the advent of ETV "the most
significant thing to happen in
American Samoa in this century."
mrs. Cobb---rcports that each ar-
riving plane "brings outsiders in-
terested in having a look at our
set-up."
Tom Kiser, education editor of
the Honolulu Star-Bulletin, says
that the system is succeeding be-
yond what even the optimista con-
sidered possible.
"The significance of American
Samoa's ETV system is evidenced
by the fact that it is being observed
closely throughout the world as
the most practical and effective
way of educating people where
there is a tragically short supply
of good schools and good teachers,"
said Kaaer.
"Governor Lee is clearly happy
about the short-term results: ab-
senteeism has dropped sharply,
children are more attentive, and
Samoan parents are taking an in-
terest in having their children
learn."
An area of difference in the
Samoan project and the proposed
ETV network in Kentucky is in the
matter of curriculum.
For the first few years at least,
television must carry a major part
of the teaching load to children
that throng to the open-air schools
in Samoan villages. The very core
of the instruction will be the tele-
vised programs.
In Kentucky, if the comprehen-
sive tetwork gets underway, ETV
would serve as a supplement to the
classroom teacher.
Mrs. C. B. McClaren, president
of the Kentucky Congress of Par-
ents and Teachers whose group is
sponsoring ETV Week, sees this as
a major advantage.
"Teachers will have a valuable
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aid in ETV," she said. "Not only
will first-rate classroom audio-
visuals be a part of the programs
teachers use, but in-service and at-
home training will help teachers
do a better job."
Samoa is not the only region
holding the upper hand on Ken-
tucky in ETV.
Although Kentucky's plan was
hailed in 1960 as "a model for
other states," other states have
implemented their own ETV sys-
tems and left Kentucky behind.
There are about 102 ETV stations
operational in the United States
today. Twelve states have ETV net-
works. Eight southern states have
networks, many of them patterned.
at least in part, after Kentucky's
plan.
Supporters of the proposed sys-
tem note that no one actively op-
poses a network for Kentucky. The
question, they contend, is one o
freeing the plan from further de
"We have reached the poin
where we cannot merely say 'cal
we afford it'," said former Go%
ernor Bert Combs. "The questio:
is, can we afford not to have it
Educational TV could be on
genie's lamp to light the road t
educational leadership."
But perhaps uoe most terlin
testimony regarding the capabil:
ties of ETV came from a South Se:
islander who has benefitted fron
it.
"In ancient times," said Crowr
Prince Tupou To'a Tungi, premie.
of Samoa's neighboring Tonga Is
lands, "our environment ended a
the seashore of Samoa and Tonga
Today, the world is smaller. itik
educational television makes the












gives careful thought and study to lighting hissubject. Contrasts must be right and 
reflections
must be right to achieve the best effects.Individuals lives reflect how they think and what






The Church is God's appointed agency in
this world for spreading the knowledge of •••:.
His love for man and of His demand for -*
man to respond to that love by loving his
neighbor. Without this grounding in the
live of God, no government or society or
way of life will long persevere and the
freedoms which we hold so dear will in-
evitably perish. Therefore, even from a
selfish point of view, one should support.
the Church for the sake of the welfare of
himself and his family. Beyond that, how-
ever, every person should uphold and
participate in the Church because it tells
the truth about man's life, death and
destiny; the truth which alone will set him
free to live as a child of God.
ee,0;;) Cahoon Adv. ism
THIS SERIES OP CHURCH ADS IS BRING PUBLISHED 'THROUGH THE COOPERATION OP THE LOCAL MINSTORIAL
ASSOCIATION AND IS SPONSORED EY THE UNDERSIGNED INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESS INSTITUTIONS
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Pullout Phone 4724951
CUT DRUG COMPANY
Your Prescription Drug Store
Fulton, Ky. Phone 472-1383
Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.
See us for all your Insurance needs
231 Main St. Phone 472-1341
PURE MILK COMPANY
At the stem or at your door
Fulton, KY, Phone 472-3311
E. W. James & Son Supermarkets
Hickman, Ky. Union City, Tem.
South Fulton, Tenn.
THE CITIZENS BANK
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky. Phone 234-1655
Hickman - Fulton Co's. R. E. C. C.
Live Beller Illedrise1Ww
Hickman, Ky.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. Inc





Special rotes is Church groups
116 Fourth St. Phone 47244411
Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.
Pullen and South Fulton
William Ward, Livestock
We buy and ma dilly
Morris It; S. Pullen Phone 479-NE
Airline Gas Co. of Fulton. Inc.
Butane and Propene gas dealer
Pullen, Ky.
SMALLMAN SHEET METAL
Lennox as furnaces, air condlOsenres
all-electric heat pump; electric %mem
SEARS
Shop by Phone Phone 47944116
South Fulton, Tens..
Hemphill Cities SIIY108 Stenos
Tires, Batteries, minor repairs
Broadway St, Phone 472-9873
King Motor Company, Inc.
Acilsorieed Panties and Rambler Dealer
lel W. State Line Phone 4794271
•••••••
"Wherever a society is engaged
In a struggle to preserve the free-
dom and dignity of the individual,
it becomes encumbent upon all free
men to give assistance. This essen-
tially is the aim and purpose of the
Kentucky Partners of the Alliance
with Ecuador."
This statement was made today
by J. C. Zimmerman, Chairman of
the Kentucky Partners of the Alli-
ance and Executive Secretary of
the Kentucky Chamber of Com-
merce, in announcing the organiza-
tional structure of the Kastucky
group.
Organized for the purpose of pro-
viding material assistance to the
poverty-stricken areas of Ecuador,
the Kentucky Partners of the Alli-
ance includes a broad cross-section
of local leaders from state and lo-
cal government as well as repre-
sentatives of various organizations
and communities.
In addition to Mr. Zimmerman as
chairman, other officers include:
Vice Chairman, Felix Joyner, State
Commissioner of Finance, Frank-
fort; Executive Secretary, Lee Roy
Martin, World Trade Specialist,
Department of Commerce, Frank-
fort; and Treasurer, Robert N.
Cleveland, Director of Administra-
tive Service, Kentucky Rural Elec-
tric Cooperative Corporation, Lou-
isville.
The Executive Committee will
consist of all officers plus K. P.
Vinsel, Executive Vice President
of the Louisville Chamber of Com-
merce, and I. K. Smith, General
Manager, Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation.
The 32-member Advisory Council
includes Mayor William 0. Castor,
Ann L. Soper, Hasty W. Riddle,
James H. nopmiller, Lee B. Thom-
as, Ralph Fontaine, Joe Creason,
Rayburn Watkins, William T.
Beam, E. W. Kesler, Paul K.
Young, D. A. Sachs III, P. Maclel-
lan Wallace, and Tom Gates, all of
Louisville,
Hayden Timmons, Mary S. Mar-
shall, Dr. Harry Sparks, L. W.
True, Mrs. Ray N. Dryden, and
Cattle Lou Miller, all of Frankfort,
Dr. Donald J. Cotter and Harry
W. Canoes, both of Lexington,
Henrietta P. Culver of Hender-
son, Louise Russell of Campbells-
ville, Albert G. Clay of Mt. Sterl-
ing, Harold H. Huffman of Bowl-
ing Green, Horace M. Barker of
Anchorage, Katherine Peden of
Hopkinsville and Frankfort, Ivan
Jett of Georgetown, William La-
Veck of Flemingsburg, and Mrs.
Paul Westpheling of Fulton.
The Kentucky Partners of the
Alliance was organized under the
Agency for International Develop-
ment's program to encourage par-
ticipation in an effort to provide
material assistance to underde-
veloped nations of the world. This
program is operated on a "people-
to-people" basis and will provide
an opportunity for direct partici-
pation by the people of Kentucky
with the people of Ecuador in order
to carry out projects designed for
the common good of the Ecuador-
ans.
A committee from the Kentucky
Partners, consisting of Felix Joy-
ner, E. W. Kesler, Charles W. La-
Veck, and J. C. Zimmerman, was
sent to Ecuador in March to de-
termine the needs of the people.
The committee visited various
areas of the Latin American na-
tion and talked with various rep-
resentatives of the people.
Upon returning, the committee
outlined four projects which need-
ed assistance from the Kentucky
Partners of the Alliance. These in-
cluded a Town Plan in Quevedo,
work with the Cayapa Indians in
A CROWD OF SEVERAL HUNDRED WAS ON HAND to 1111111COMO the bus as it reached the bandstand in downtown Fulton after a long Wormy
from Miami. The Miami-Fulton trip, however was the short lee of flie trip for most of the Latin-American students, since their hornet In many
cases are below the equator. (Photo by Adeile)
ARRIVING STUDENTS WERE SEATED ON THE LAKE STREET BANDSTAD for a brief welcoming round of speeches from the mayors of
Fulton and South Fulton, from Banana Festival Presider* Jo Westphel ing (above, center, with Fulton Mayor DeMyer), • message In spanish
from Jose Otano. For individual pictures of the visitors, turn to page 2, section B of this Issue. ( Photo by &done).
the jungle regions of Ecuador, as-
sistance in establishing an Indus-
trial Park in lbarra, and establish-
ment of a community center in
Barrios, Guayaquil, Ecuador. Work
on these projects is already under-
way.
"The needs of the people of Ecu-
ador are quite basic" Zimmerman
stated today. "For example, we
have just received a list of some of
the requirements for the Quevedo
Town Plan. These varied from
medical supplies and equipment to




the Ecuadoran projects are quite
modest in view of the great need





Featuring Our New Fall Line
Including "The Look of Bobby
N Brooks"
Fulton
shall be helping the people of Ecua-
dor to help themselves. Much of the
burden of the projects will be car-
ried by the local people. However,
our assistance will make success
possible.
"Every Kentuckian has a role to
play in this Partners of the Alli-
ance program," he continued. "By
playing this role, we shall be re-
affirming our belief in the princi-
ples of hemispheric solidarity and
our faith in individual freedom
within a political democracy.
Poverty provides a breeding ground
for those ideologies which feed up-
on the misery of the underprivi-
leged. By assisting our Latin
American neighbors in lifting them-
selves through their own efforts,
we shall be strengthening the foun-
dations of a society based upon a
democratic and free enterprise
system. I firmly believe that every
Kentuckian will respond to this
need."
The Fall Training School for of-
ficers of the Kentucky Lake Dis-
trict of FHA was held last Satur-
day, September 18, at the May-
field High School. Officers and ad-
visors from 32 Kentucky Lake
chapters attended.
Those attending from the Fulton
County chapter were: Mrs. King
Davis and Miss Agness Sublett,
advisers; Jean Everett, Sandra
Cunningham, Mary Jane Glover,
Agnes Bacon, Pam Mansfield, Bar-
bara Adams, Sheila Bass, Marcella
Lester, Janice Hawkins, Fonda
Adams, Sandra McCollum, Fran
Yarbro, Debbie Taylor and Teresa
Williams, all officers.
Linda Hawkins was appointed
chairman of the District Scholar-
ship Commee. and Sandra Myatt
was appointcd a member of the
District Membership Committee.
Chestnut Glade Home Demonstration
Club Has Interesting Meeting
The regular September meeting
of the Chestnut Glade Home Dem-
onstration Club was held in the
home of Mrs. Paul Reams and
Mrs. Jimmie Weetbrook.
The song, "Count Your Bless-
Ina", was directed by Mrs. W. C.
Morris, after which Mrs. Orvin
Morrison gave the devotional, using
"Religion at Work", for her sub-
ject. When the roll was called, each
member answered by naming a
new product she had recently used.
A nominating committee, com-
posed of Mrs Jimmie Westbrook,
Mrs. V. C. Simpson and Mrs. Paul
Reams, was named to present a
slate of offioers for the. coming
year.
Resolutions of respect, in mem-
ory of a charter member, Mrs.
Edna Strong, were presented.
Mrs. Jim Burke reported on a




Clean Air Week, as designated
by President Johnson, will be ob-
served in Kentucky October 24-30
under a proclamation issued by
Governor Edward T. Breathitt.
Breathitt noted that "the lives
of the present and future genera-
tions depend upon the purity of the
air we breathe.
"The preservation of a :
ably clean air supply is asential
to the health and eoldort of all
Kentuckians and to the optimum
use of property in the Common-
wealth," be said.
The governor urged all Kentuck-
ians to support the "program de-
signed to keep Kentucky's air
clean."
recently, at which time "Medicare"
was presented by the home agent
and a representative from the So-
cial Security office.
A lesson on fashion trends
and new materials was presented
by Mrs. Paul Reams, and one on
suitable furniture for the home by
Mrs. Jimmie Westbrook.
The home agent, Mrs. Helen
Wiley, showed a film on "Safety In
The Home", which gave valuable
reminders of many little careless
habits that cause serious accidents,
which could have been prevented
so easily. She also conducted a
clever quiz, which was a reminder
of safety practices.
'Complete line of Hall-
mark cards, tallies and
playing cards
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Kentucky's long-riflemen have
scored another victory, defeating a
team of Ohio marksmen LOX
points to 903. The match was part
of the O'Tuck Celebration at Ham-
ilton, Ohio, Sept. 11-12.
James M. Van Divier, Elizabeth-
town sharpshooter and manager of
the Kentucky team, reported that
Ronnie Fuller of Louisville was
high point man among the 20 par-
ticipants.
Van Divier said the Kentucky
long rifle team's next event will be
a demonstration shoot at Perry
vile Battlefield State Park on Sat-
urday, October 9, during the an-
nual observance of the Civil War
encounter.
They will compete with Tennes-
see marksmen for the second thne
this year during the Oct. 14-16
Daniel Boone Festival at Barbour-
ville, Ky. The Kentucky shooters
defeated a T..-:nessee team earlier
this year.
Support The !lanais Festival
THEATRE
Between Martin & Union City

















FATII IS THE HUNTER















306 Main Phone 472-9643
MRS. HUTCHENS RETURNS
Mrs. Leon Hutchens has returned
from Tulsa, Okla., where she visit-
ed her daughter, Mrs. Amos Riley,
and family.
COLISEUM































• cleaned with our
MIRACLE FINISH
PROCESS
THE EXCLUSIVE PROCESS THAT RESTORES
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Ina Only Stars In Fulton County That Has A Com-
plies Family Line Of
HUSH - PUPPIES SHOES —
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8--)le alegro mueho de eonocerle
Z—Glad to have met you
8—lincentado
very happy to bort mot you
Mrto MI you alma DOM
8—AM lo wiper°
Z—I hope so
8—Aqul tret'abousted ml direction
y ml
1,—Hire are my addrais and tele-
phone number
S—Tiene usted ml direceion
Z—Do you have my address
demela trated.
Z—No, Ilk me have it
S.-Cuando m le puede telefonear
a usted?





8—Hunnos lien come eats usted?
I—Good momlog, bow are you?








S.—Lo Token a ver
will sun you again.
15--Adios
II—Goodbye
Este ocupodo,He is busy
Rata enfertno—He is sick
Rata listo—He is reedy
Eats solo—He is alone
Eats enojado—He is angry
Este furioso—He is furious
Est& aburrido—He is bored



















S—En que puedo servirle?
E—What can I do for you?
8—Podria darrne us* -d alguna in-
formacion?




S—No conageo la eluded y no '
ortentanne






can't find my way
S—Pues es muy sencillo
E—Well, it's quite simple
8—Es que soy forester°
E—You see, I'm a stranger here
S—E° ear caso, le ensenara la
ciudad
E—In that case, I'll show you the
town or City
S-8e lo agradeceria much°
E—I'd appreciate that a lot
8—Ve ewe edificio grande de la
—sequins?
1.1—Do you pee that law building
on the corner?
Usruto el ;who to be—Sir o ester
Este oontento—He ‘is happy
lbira ossnado—lie is tired
Tenernos — We have




0.666 ond import* os
STANDARD FRUIT AND STEAMSHIP COMPANY
INENKinapirwithiminSD/fl /maySTAY WENK. 1240 RADIO IN
UNION CITY FOR FESTIVAL NEWS.
HIGHLIGHTS, AND SPECIAL BROAD-
CAST ALL DURING THE WEIZ r---- TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY, Sopt. 28-29--2:00 to 3:00 PMSPECIAL BROADCAST FROM DISPLAY
TENTS AT CABANA CITY By
Cile Sauvigne and guest 
TR 
TUESDAY NIGHT. . . 7:00 PM 111 ???
SPECIAL BROADCAST OF BANANA-
AMA TALENT SHOW FROM LAKE
STREET ii STREET DANCE 
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY NIGHTS-
8:00 PM Til ???
SPECIAL BROADCAST FROM CABANA
CITY AUDITORIUM
—TALENT SHOW FINALS...
—INTER-AMERICAN MUSIC FIESTA . . .
—BANANA CARGO OF RECORDING
STARS . . .
r
SATURDAY MORNING . . 10:30 AM T11 ???—•
SPECIAL DESCRIPTION OF THE BIG
TWO HOUR PARADE BY
VERNE BROOKS & CILE SALTVIGNE 
[SATURDAY AND SUNDAY AFTERNOON
2:45 PM Til ???
BROADCAST OF THE BANANA PRIN-
CESS PAGEANT TAPE RECORDED THE
NIGHT BEFORE
CARRY YOUR TRANSISTOR ON FRIDAY NIGHT. OCT.
1 TO HOAR UNION CITY - ORION COUNTY CORRAL
FOOTBALL GAME AT MS . .. AND ON SATURDAY
NIGHT OCT. btd, TO HEAR THII ALABAAU-MISSISSIPPI













FRYERS Cui-lip Tray Pack . . . . lb. 31c
CHICKEN PARTS
Breasts Frisr lb. 6k
Backs FrYtir lb. lk
Gizzards Fresh lb. 35c
Ground Chuck lb. 6k
Old Fashioned








Wings . . .lb. 39c
Fresh
Chicken Livers lb. 9k
Rib End Cuts
Pork Chops . . lb. 5k
Short Ribs Beef lb. 3k











ICE CREAM all flavors 1-2gal. 5k
We Reserve the Right to Limit
Quantities. Nene sold to Dealers.
FULTON, KY.
FORMERLY U- TOTE -Eli





Catfish Fillets 59C 1
Booth LL







. . 1-2 lb. pkg.
Gola
ME DAI
Chocolate 131-2 o. Each 79cPound Cake 11 oz.







Hold the top under hot running water
for just seconds. Then press the button and
out comes rich, hot lather- barbershop
style. Hot lather softens the beard, gives
you a cleaner, more comfortable shave.
CORN OIL . • • • Staley* 48oz. .
KELLEY'S
Kays - and Meat Balls
SPAGHETTI 4-15 oz. cans $1.
gellys
Vienna Sausage 3-4 oz. cans 69c
Inc
Kelly's With Bean
CHILI . . . 15 oz.can 2k
Kelly: 12 oz. Can
Lunch Meat 12 oz. can 3k
Showboat Spaghetti - Bush Great Northern
Beans - Bush Mexican Beans.
Mix or
Match 10 300 Size 99Cans 
BUSH SALE
Cut Green Beans Shelly Beans Whole Greeds
Beans All Green Lima Beans Green and
White Lima Beans.
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SO FREE VALO-PLOS STAMPS
"1 
iaosa.se cc,7  sico a27 oz. ltlear
Meg Misr)





Red Cross Spaghetti or
Macaroni
Coupon Moires Sec Sept
1111111110111111111
1100041 
SO FREE YAW-PLUS STAMPS
NO. I
WW2 tads amines and nil getalwao ex-
tdedlog Masa* and olgorotIos. Too soy
nosh,* 15O Vato-Ptoo Stamm WO bee No.
lied Ns. 2 goonoos. Goo= auk* Mot.
25. Coupon good at Big-Vali, Pied Slue.
V. p
100
BABY FOOD imna 6 JABS 59c
8 11888 IBM
; t COUPON
100 RE YAW-PUPS STAMPS
NO. 2
Mfgtboostore sod $10 or awe 
webs.,
melodist taboos* sod 
eigarottoo. You auk7
Ins No. 1 sod No. 2 omegas
 sod melte
V.1.-Plus Olaamps. Corapsog 
wake Sega.

























Al!" L•ersor Cardonas U. Francini* I. Siloam Jorge Terse Hugo Gallegos Flores
Operation Amigo...Magic Door To Understanding.
TM* snivel in Fulton of It
OimententAmbisoro students on Sun-
day, la set the stage
iler am diked opening of the
aft intermational imam Festival
to •fto twin cities the following
meek. TifIlf are the first of
many IA tia Americas visiton ex-
pected for Me Pedival.
simicmis will be guests in
Lars homes in the twin 
cities
wM attend classes at both the
Ned high schools. Attendance at
many local events such as high
aching pep rally, football game,
homecoming dance, city commis-
=zeds', dradt court and astay at Kentucky Lake
are ea the by schedule for the
If: students. All wW be °D-INO the eneming of the Ba-
nana  Min'
gram— a rkeboard a
chattereil bus and were officiaP7
weleomed by the Mayors of the
twin cities, Gilbert DoMm of Ful-
ton and Rex Ruddie of South Plu-
ton. The Fulton High School .Band
was on hand to provide the musk.
The complete schedule of events
for the studeats stay here is an-
nounced by the chairmen today as
follows:
Thursday, Sept. le — After at-
tending classes at the local school,
they win return home and get
ready to Wad Pep Rally at See*
nem at 7 p. m., in preparation
for the Homecoming game the fol-
lowing night. They will return
home and get clothes packed for
the weekend.
Friday, Sept. 34 — They will at-
tend classes all day, then will at-
tend the South Tahoe Homecom-
ing gams that night and will be
guests at the homecoming dance
given by the Junior Class.
Saturday, Sept. 25 — They will
leave at 10 a. m. for Lynnhurst Re-
sort on Kentucky Lake as guests
















bus will be used for transportation
there and back. The students will
meet at the Banana Headquarters
on Commercial Avenue.
/today, Sept. a — Edam from
Lynniturst Resort to their bestow
es and will attend church milk their
hostesses.
Monday, Sept. 27—Attend classes
and that night will attend the City
Commission meeting at the Fulton
City Hall ,at 7:113 p. m., and Men
return home.
Tuesday, Sept. 311 — WM go to
Hickman at $ a. m. and will spend
the day there attending court and
will be entertained by a luncheon
given by some organization. They
will return home at 3 p. m.
Hodmoday, Sept. a — Will at-
tend oohed until noon and the
hosts will pick them up at school
and drive them to Fulton Country
Club to attend the Bobby Nichols
Golf Match. The hostesses will pick
them up at 5 p. a. Mrs. Charles
Browder will chaperone this event.
They will attend the Banan-a-rama
talent show at 6 p. m. on Lake
street.
Thursday, Sept. M — The morn-
ing will be free and they will at-
tend the Banda Concert at 1 p. a.
and be at The Derby at 4 p, m. for
dinner. At I p. m., they will attend
the Banana Cargo of Baeording
Stan with Jerry Lee Lewis, etc.
Friday, October 1 — Open, $ p.
a. will attend Banana Festival
Princess Pageant.
Saturday, Oct. 2— Banana Festi-
val Parade at 10:1111 a. m., barbe-
cue hinehma aid banana pudding
at Cabana City, and finals of Prin-
cess Pageant at II p. a.







all the extra trim!
— For Extra - Values!
YOUR RAMBLER HEADQUARTERS FOR THIS AREA
Went State Lbw South Fulton, Tama.
Jaime Hidalgo Seiner
• . Welcome!
In adialion, Zeuador's illS d-
ada stilift tiosotr Wes, Lis
Patricia mamma, will mew
pany the students and be a pest
participant in the annual beauty
-Mrs. Sue Hurt, Mrs. -Charles
Browder and Mrs. Virgil Barker
are burning the midnight oil to
make every minute of the two-
weeks visit count for enjoyment
and enlightenment of America*
living while they are hem. Every-
thing from a hot dog sipper to a
session at Circuit Court if on the
schedule of 11,41101. Maria Rem Send Illocceowser
Fulton, Ky. Sept. 23, 1966 3 Page 3B
ma F1111111eit INSPEC111111
BY TRAINED HEATING EXPERTS
FURNACE SERVICE, REPAIRS — GAS, 0114 COAL
Pros estimate on cost of installing • new Lennox Gas








We have a kill new




— Latest Colors! DOBBS, from $12.95
Others, from $ 5.95
1442441Ittl, Vtift'a Wave





















College and andlocened styles for comb and brie dwit
yew can teas he the washing asashiao dry time
he the dryer smeeth eat the weiables willyear
head and forget sheet dose amseostle. blew
hal, we matter hew massy does they're Isiesidored.
ICedol` pelyosteroalleaand Ifyorea*















Geed solowlest ef aderfal plaid patients to mew
wanted asters. Dammam fabsis . . . blooded el
Petirel* polyester sad settee . . . . Raver 'weds tea-
big. Lens sleeve styles with belles down mad reps-
I.e cater& lays' have banes emu asian *MO




















There'll be a change in the weather — and you'd better get ready 140W for those hearty
Fall appetites by stocking up with E. W. JAMES ê SON'S BIG BUYS in delicious, nu-
tritious Fall food =Wiles. Every department is featuring SUPER SPECIALS in SUPER
GOOD FOODS to pack your pantry and rill your freezer with the BEST-A For LESS-
in during our great Fall Fiesta.
Don't Forget Your No. 3 Quality Stamp Coupons Good




Limit 6 Please 54
(Makes Cooking A Lot Easier
For Mothers
STRONGHEART 16 OZ. CAN ROYAL (Assorted 
Flavors) REEL FOOT
CAT FOOD 3.25c PENN 3 EIGX2F3 25' FRALIK PLuin,
FLOUR 
GOLDEN
STAR 25 As $1 .69 ANTI FREEZE GAU" $ 1.49 rit.SH HENS
jiNifics SIZE PREAD wan 49' f....yuclcs TEA "a. 59c NECK BONES
PORK & BEANS le 10c POTATO CHIPS 49c FAT 1ACK FINE FGR BEA:MMHG
101 02.
F S OR TURN S
i
sNOWFLAI
P ataSE '49c ICE CREAM
DINIAFTNER IS 19c !?IkA9
FRUIT .SALAD M JAR 39' Instant Folger 's
WMZO
CHEDDARDATHEESE A 59c COOKING OIL
tAlitAiRY BUTTER • 69c RGHETTI
P.AT ALL CA)















With An Additional $5.00 Purchase,





We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantity.
HI '/AL SOLID
1207.. PKG.
REG. 7" linatilang 59C IFir3 is IITOT S







39c iz6sToix BUTTS k
FU fl.u4a' LEAN
39c PORPH k STEAK k
A 19' TENDER RIBS k






.1/2  $1.00 POUND CAKE






This Big Trailer Truck Has Traveled 115,000 Miles In The Past 10 Months ... Going As Far South A
s
Homestead, Florida . . North 1'0 Benton Harbor, Michigan To Assure You Of The Freshest Produce
Available. By Keeping This Truck On The Road, E. W. James Is Able To Supply You WWI Produce
Direct From The Field With No Middle Man Profit.





BUNCH 19c juil!INS 6. 19'









$ Money Away /11111/4 g
$ Each Time Yee Visit Der Shvre Tee Will Receive $
$ (Witheet Mentions) A FREE TICKET ••• Dive $
$ It la The Ben ... Dowries Willis Held Each $
$ Saturday At 6 P..M. Winning 14usuber Will B. $
$ Posted in The Store (Oust Be Chimed By TINOS*. $
$ You May Win S15000$$
$ This Week's
Bonus 0.1   $







This Ad Good Par 6 iig Days From
Thursday, September n Titre Wed
lunar/. S•otember 29, 1%S. .Yeit





















XL NS hardtop; intercepeer
44peed
64 GALAXIE hardtop SISt
stick; black







• D 1-passesiger it.
; automate; power
POND Galaxies (4)















— IS Other Cars —





Maria Pervonala ValtiVissa l,wlu.s.linsaita Gahm Anwlia Proem Galva:
Banana Festival Specials
50-Foot All-rubber garden hose 
3-0" heavy duty round drill 
CLOSEOUT! ALL DUPONT CNEINICALS1






Regular 5.78 "P-N-H" Brand..
Matched SUIT
Rugged "Stevens" Twist TwiN




























3.00 DE LUXE QUAUTY
MEN'S SHIRTS
• DRESS Shins is whits, sidped
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Nichols To Have Tough
Partners In Match Here
Six of the top pliers in the West Kentucky-West
Tennessee area have been selected to play with Bobby
Nichols in the Banana Festival Exhibition match to be
held at the Fulton Country Club on Wednesday, Sep-
tember 29, beginning at 1 p. m. Tickets ($3.00 each) are
selling fast both in Fulton and the surrounding area
and a large crowd is expected for this great sporting
event, one of the highlights of the third International
Banana Festival.





Sat. Nits 6:45 P. M.
Radio - Union City
arrive in Fulton Wednesday morn-
ing, September re.
Three golfers will make up the
first round foursome with Nichols,
!and on the second nine, the other
three will play.
•
1, Max 'McDade, Fulton Country
Club president and chairman et the
• "Banana Watch" today eassuneed
: the partners for Debby Mk:has.
• Those accepting hwitatimm are:
! James (Cueball) Pryor ef MOW,
Fred Lancaster et Mayfield, Pat
Nanney of Fulton, Jim ilusgove,
of Padueah, Kayo Mullen of Union
• City and the Fulton Country Club•
• • champion, Wait MeDide. •M'elLiade
was runner-up to Nanney in the
city competition, making him eligi-
Me as a partner since Nanney was
invited from another category,
•




James (Cuebell) Pryer et May-
has eigiliwei theslimilsfika•
AO trolly to flog el the dm Iliejelr
isureaments hilthieb he has esim•
pined this year. Pryer was the
UM Irwin Cobb amateur whim
and also won the
Murray and South Mlang Ittrip
tationals this year. Ns was Ismer.
up in Fulton's Kett-Tens and the
West Kentucky Open at Mayfield.
Fred Lancaster, member at Ow
Murray State College golf town
and last year's winner at the Pal.
Ins Kills Invitational, was the first
golfer to be invited to participate
in the Banana Match. Hs received
his invitation when he woe the
1985 Ken-Tenn tournament in Ful-
ton, defeating Pryor by two streitee.
He was the first Ken-Teen geI
to break par for 36 holes en the
tough Fulton comae.
Ihdton's Pat Nanney woe the
play-off recently at the local clgs
to win the War or playa( wall
Nichols. Many, whose des*
game, has won him many gills
honors, is the ally Fulton afire ID
capture the KenTemn teurneeient
since it was revived eve years egb.
He was the 19112 winner. Ile yes
the Vernon Verkine tournament at
Union City and the West Kaabackg
Open at Mayfield in Met and has
also been runner-up to the West
Tennessee Open at Dyersburg. Bs
Is a leading contender for the Pei-
ton Country Club dassillawilite
this year and will face the wisest
of the Billy Joe Forrest-aim Hew
son match in the 311-hole finals.
INTRODUCTORY DISCOUNTS
IN GOODYEAR TIRES
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Saves time, labor, money
Acme Quality House Paint will
pay off with added protection
and was years of beauty.
Longer-Iestieg beauty
Its Epochally tom-ultimo:I to
provide a brilliant self cleaning
true white. Only the finest
pigments. oils and raw materiels
are used to provide you this
highest quality paint. This while







It won't 'Irak down ... that's
what makes it perfect for homes
with white painted areas above
masonry, brick or color.
Beautiful, longer-lasting finish
Dries to a beautiful, smooth
finish . . and stays that way longer.
And it can be tinted to the
caor you desire.
68









Floor and porch enamel
Leaper-weering finish—Gives a hard, glossy finish . . wows and
wows on either wood or concrete floors. Outdoors, just one cost
repels water—protects against sleet and snow.
Easy to apply—Acrne Floor and Porch Enamel goes on smoothly
et and easily.
Wide choice if esters
ENIEUINCE THE NATURAL BEAUTY OF WOODS!
save on SPEED-D-DIY natural wood finishes
Clear Sealer and Primer __  regular $1.79...$1.59 qt.
A protective seal for all weed surfaces. Provides moisture resistance
and minimizes warping, checking and swelling. Recommended for
flews and for interior and exterior use. Easy to apply. . . dries In
2t. 4 hours.
Blending Sealer regular $1.88... $1.69 qt.
Creates blonde pickle finishes without acid bleaching or neutralizers.
Especially prepared for use en Fir plywood and ether weeds which
have a pronounced alternate hard and soft weed. Does net raise
grain of wood.
High Gloss Finish ___ _ 
- —
_ regular $2.32 . . $2.09 qt.
Us• as final coat ever stained, blended er sealed weed where a gloss
finish is desired. Extremely resistant to wear, alcohol, fruit adds,
grease and household alkali. Withstands moisture, tool
Dull Finish regular $2.49 . $2 24 qt.
A clear alkyd finish. Dries in • es-tin— resembling a bond rubbed et- • •
feet. Ideal for all interior surfaces, Including floors. Dries dust free
In 2 to 3 hours . . . hard overnight.
SPEE-D-DRY
Sealing Stains
Easy . . . Fast . . . Clean
reg 74C 68Lt.
reg$1.94... 138 qt.
• SPEE-D-DRY SEALING STAINS sesl, stain—
with color feet, non-bleeding colors in one
application, and are dry for finish coat in 4 hours.
• SPEE-D-DRY SEALING STAINS come in
IA pints, quarts and gallons.
• SPEE-D-DRY SEALING STAINS do not need
to be -wiped"—but can be if desired.
• SPEE-D-DRY SEALING STAINS come in 10
modern furniture and natural wood colors that
are in steady demand. 
• SPEE-D-DRY SEALING PAINS are all
alkyd—like Spero- 0- Dry Natural Wood Finishes,
and are so "kin"—and will give the finest of
service with our finishes.
• SPEE-D-DRY SEALING STAINS are out-
standing wood sealer stains that reproduce
faithfully the color and beauty of the wood for
which they are named
• SPEE-D-DRY SEALING STAINS can be
intermixed to produce many more beautiful
sealer stains.
41.



















1 colors in one
'coat in 4 hours.
rAINS corns in
INS do not need
Peeked




vs the finest of
I NS are out-
that reproduce
of the wood for
TAINS can be
more beautiful
ASH TRAY$ WMI STAND 48c
IRONING BOARDSADJusTAB1E$4.88
NYLON CARPETS 12 x12 $58.88
LINOLEUM RUGS 9 x 12 $3.88
TELEVISION WITH STANDPortablo 19" $139.88
Ironing Board Cover Sets 78c




-Diplomat Coming To Study Festival;
To Propose Similar Event In Ecuador
Honorable Gustavo Polit, Minis-
ter Counselor for Economic and
Commercial Affairs at the Em-
busy of Ecuador in Washington,
will represent his country at the
Iglernational Relations and Indus-
al Appreciation Day on Friday,
October 1.
- His visit to the twin cities to at-
the third International Banana
stival will be an exciting and re-
rding event to him, since he is
author of a proposal to eels-
te an annual banana festival in
Ikuador for the purposes of good
=Icy relations for the banana lo-
in his letter accepting the invi-
tation issued by the Banana Fes-
tival Association Dr. Pont said that
It is his fond hope that the ideas
he will gain from the local Festival
will help him to put into motion a
similar event in Ecuador. Among
the proposals he has made to his
country in connection with a Ba-
nana Festival is to invite all of the
"fruit queens" of the United States
'tnd of other countries.
He said, "I do hope that Ken-
tucky and Tennessee have many of
them that we can invite." Among
them will be the winner of the
'Princess Pageant in connection
with the third International Banana
Festival.
The distinguished diplomat is Ex-
Secretary of National Economy of
Ecuador and a former advisor to
the Governments of Mexico and
Venezuela. He has taught Econo-
mics at the National University of
Mexico, Mexico City College and
College of Mexico.
Widely versed in diplomatic rela-
tions, he has represented Ecuador
in more than thirty international
economic conferences. He has writ-
ten two books on the economy of
the United States and on commer-
cial banks. In addition to his ex-
perience in international diplo-
macy, he is an author of some note.
He has contributed articles to more
than twenty newspapers and maga-
zines in various Latin-American
countries.
Dr. Polit is married to an Ameri-
can girl from California. They have
five children; two of them are at
American universities: one at
Madison, Wisconsin and the second
at M. I. T. in Boston.
Dr. Pat has attended New York
University, Olivet College, Michi-
gan University and the University
of California in Berkley, where he
took his Ph. D in Economies.
HON. GUSTAVO POUT
TO STUDY FESTIVAL FOR
PROPOSAL TO ECUADORAN
GOVERNMENT
Senator And Mrs. Cooper
To Attend Banana Festival
Senator and Mrs. John Sherman Cooper have noti-
fied Banana Festival officials that they wi,11 attend the
third international event this year. In a letter to the
president of the Festival Mrs. Cooper said:
. "John and I are planning to ar-
rive in Fulton Friday evening and
remain with you until Saturday at-
"Both of us are looking forward
with peat admiasak to be
with all of you at the saw famous
Banana Festival."
Mrs. Cooper 'peeks ifgaisli flu-
ently. She has alkind paptilidse--
sacs with our Agars km lb.
LatinAmericas Wows* sem.
Both of the dIelingdieti Ken-
tuckians, proadnast in yenta
matte stroke, have been
Wide* milk Festival
to espied the inIsruational rela-
tions phase of Mb year's event.
Mr. Copper is a terser ambassador
to India. Mrs. Cooper has travelled
to almost every part of the world
on diplomatic missions with her
husband.
In a call received bast Seaster
Cooper's office Tuesday, M. A.
Brachman, the senator's executive
assistant, said, "Ssaster Cooper
has asked me to keep in daily
F-BEE RECLINER
To Be Chroa Away!
touch with you for whatever assist-
ance he can render in the success-
ful elect of your Banana Festi-
val." Mr. Brachman advised that
Senator Cooper has talked often
with former Undersecretary of
State for Latin-American Affairs
Thomas Mann concerning the sig-
nificant Festival program.
An invitation is being extended
to Mr. Mann to attend the festival
for a major address.
Plana for the major international..
relations program, to be Participate'
ed in by tdgh governmental and
diplomatic dignitaries, will be
staged on Friday, October first,
when the top officials of industry
and fhlance will attend Industrial
Appreciation Day.
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Shopping is Fallen
De Cameras In Edema
S--Que vale ego?
S—How much is this?
S—Dies dolares
3—Ten dollars
S-111 Instants caro. No tiene Ud.
algo ma s bonito?
I—That's rather expensive. Don't
you have anything cheaper?
S—En el rnIsmo puerto'
11—Of the same sort?
S—En el mismo goner* u otro
parecido,




S—No time IT& ales en otra clue
que me pulls meteor?
1,—Don't yeas bar ray other kind
you could show me?
-S—De memos prude?
E—Less expensive?
Comprar — To Buy
Me gusta — I like
PlAmacio — Drug Store
S—Muchas grades Senor, Adios.
E—Thank you very much, sir.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
COL. C. W. BURROW, Broker
**sow* HOUSES ************
Nice 3-bedroom hoess with den,
modern kitchen and bath, located
on good lot. in Highlands. Fulton,
Kentucky. This house is an extra
good buy if you need plenty of
room.
Good 5-room house located at
108 Cedar Street, East Fulton
Ince lot. Price is reasonable.
Gcod 7-room house in excel-
lent repair, 134 baths, central
gas heat in basement, located
On Walnut St. Owner says sell.
Price will be right.
Nice 3-bedroom brick house,
electric uead, good lot. Priced to
Pell. Howard Minim Subdivision.
An attractive buy in an older
house on corner of 4th and Can,
across the street from Rogers and
Gilberts grocery. Priced for a
profitable investment.
Nice brick home in Meadow -
view Subdivision with 3 bed-
rooms, den, central heat, built-
in st,ove and oven, 134 baths,
located on beautiful large lot.
This place will be available
September 7. It is very reason-
ably priced.
A very good 2-bedroom house,
hardwood floors, central heat,
modern kitchen, lifetime roof, lo-
cated across the street from Ken-
tucky schools. This is an outstand-
ing buy.
Good house, large lot located
on Broadway, South Felton.
Tnis place can be converted in-
to comercial property. Priced
right.
If you are in the market for
an especially nice home and can
afford a home priced at $30,000
ur more. I can offer you a good
deal.
New brick 3-bedroom house
mitt central heat located in
Howard Mils= Subdivision west
of Fulton. Priced to sell.
Very nice large two-apartment
house on Pant Avenue, West
Fulton, with 134 baths. Has
hardwood floors upstairs and
downstairs, basement and cen-
tral heating plant. It is in un-
usually good condition.
Good house on big lot locat-
ed on Wells Avenue, Kentuckj
side. Price reduced.
COMMESCIII.I. PROPERTY $401****
If you would like to invest in a mess will really make money and
, thriving business, look uti[thia one. is priced to sell.
A. very valuable piece et real es-
tate - very large new building
housing a cabinet shop with all
high-grade equipment. This busi-
ness combines an antique shop in
:same building, stocked with very
=valuable antiques. Located on
Broadway in South Fulton. If the
!owner of this business were well
and able to operate it, it would not
I be for sale at any price. This busl-i
hler41311311103013131100t3P3141 FARMS *************
820 acres of good hill land 300 acres gently rolling land
near Bardwell, Kentucky. Price located 4 miles from Mayfield,.
01 right. °".y. Has house, barns, fences,
good well and ponds, lush pas-
15 acres of land with small sure for cattle Laura and located
house located 34 mile south of ;a, mile off blacktop. A real
Dukedom, Teruissee. buy at $140 per act.
Brewer Machine Show, nice
large lot and good building,.
Large lot. Property now rented.
8 acre* of good land with
house, large fishing lake
tocated on highway in Tennes-
mall
see. Price within reach of al-
hioat anyone.
• 5534 acres of good land, house
With 4 rooms and bath, gas
heat, lccated on a good gravel
ioad.
ro
acres of land east of Duke-
m on State Line Road. Good
rice.
99 acres of well improved
land in Hickman County.2 acres of land with new 3-
bedroom house, located on High-
way 45 north of Water Valley,
Kentucky.
20 acres of pound on Blear
'copped road. Beautiful building
Site.
; 604 acres of land, 400 acres
41ch bottom and remainder le-
/el, more than one mile front on
paved highway, located 5 miles
&om Mayfield, Ky. This farm
Kell improved with houses,
*Xiarnes, fences and water. Half
:lone from small town with stor-
les, church ana school. A bar-
gain price of $300 per acre.
An extra nice building
South Fulton already leased
a thriving business with g
5-room apartment upstairs. Buy
tram one for an investment.
320 acres good rich land all
tillable with tractor except 20
acres of Umber. Limed and fer-
tilised for top production of
corn or beans. One mile paved
highway frontage and a half
mile deep. Has one house, two
sunk barns, tobacco barn, ex-
cellent fences, plenty stock wa-
ter.
20 acres of land north of
Fulton with new house. A ve:y
attractive place and priced rea-
sonably.
111 acres with 70 acres of good
bottom land. House has modern
conveniences and is in good
condition.
40 acres of good land with
new 5-room house, all modern
Conveniences located north of
Fulton-Dukedare Highway. Nice
country home.
43 acres of good land with
beautiful building site located
134 miles east of Fulton on
Kentucky side.
164 acres of extra good land,
lays well, located in black-top-
ped road. Has plenty of good
stock water and water in the
house. Priced to sell.
!********** BUILDING LOTS **********.
• . Beautiful building lots in!t
n, Kentucky. 
Ful- for your new home or build you
I can furnish you a location
dowview Subdivision, 
ea
a house on your locatiOn.
: • Nice lots in Connaughton
Pubdivision, South Fulton, I have other property for
:Tennessee. *ale not listed In this ad.
It*******************************4
COL. C. W. BURROW
309 WALNUT STREET, FULTON, KY.
Telephone 472-1871 Home Phone 472-2949
S—Tebdras hambre
E—You must be hungry
S—Si, podria corner also
F.,--Yas. I could certainly eat
something
S—May us buen restaurant en el
motel
E—There's a good restaurant at
the motel
S—Es una buena idea. Vamos






S--Queremos desayuno pars dos
personas
E—We'd like breakfast for two
S---Que podria servirnos?
E—What can you serve us?
S—Jugo de naranja, cafe, con
leche, te con limon o con let+.
E—Orange juice, coffee with milk,
tea with lemon or with milk
S—Con que lo sirven?
E—What do you serve with it?
S---Un cereal caliente o frio,
huevos con tocino y pan
tostado
S—Que puodo hacer por Ud?
E—What can I do for you?
.S—Puedo ayudarlo?
Z—Can I help you?
S—Nos sentlmos muy content°s
con su presencia
•
WHY ... BUY A USED
SEWING MACHINE
WHEN ... You Con Buy
A New SINGER
Zig Zog MACHINE
11%. ONLY um IS UP
No Money Down.. 0.25 Week
Steger SowlakCestor
III IL. 1st et. 1104031
UshieCity,Tesoeseee
To Ride
Miss Teresa Jones. a 16-year-old Tilghman High
School junior, was selected Miss Recreation recently in
ths first annupl Paducah Parks and Recreation Beauty
Contest, held at Brooks Stadium.
Miss Jones is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. Mont
Jones of Paducah and the granddaughter of Mrs. Nona
Evans. Her mother is the former Ruth Ferguson. Mr.
Jonec is special agent for the Illinois Central Railroad.
Princess Teresa will ride in the giant Banana Festi-
val parade on Saturday. October, 1.
In Parade
r
1 FESTIVAL, SPECIALS! i
I PLAY= GLOVES  99c 1REG. $1.311
i PLAYTEX BABY PANTS 1-2 PRICE 
/
Revlon Reg. $2.20
Aquamarine Hand lotion  $1.10 /
Revlon 
/Aququarin• Spray cologne.. $1.00
Glycerine and rosewater Reg. $1.50 /RAND AND BODY LOTION  911c
AQUA NET    Mc /
Ty
Midnight Cologne  1-2 PRICE
 KODAK 






BEST 'BUY pER ON AUTOMATIC WASHERS-
REASONS WHY 35this new
-"wkvais4'
AUT011 NVASHER
is an outstanding value! • NO DOWN PAYMENT
• UP TO 24 MONTHS TO PAT
(1) You GET... MATCHING DRYER . . unit
Model IPA 450-0
(5) YOU GET...
To save lots of money, too! Just look
at the special introductory price . . .
W/T
3 cycles to choose from to




Practically lint free washes
thanks to the fabulous
Magic-Mix* lint filter. *Took.
(3) YOU GET...
3 wash-rinse water temp-





























4th and Ky. Ayes. Fulton, Ky.
•••10.0.•






Drill Team To Paradal
6 1/1 go+ vi le 110141Nrillr!!
01444401141141144
a t 401) IWO Al 
s
:Ptivrind
"The Juniorattm", a precitdon drill team composed of Junior high girls from all
Junior high schools in Paducah, sponsored by the Parks and Recreation Department,
Paducah, Kentucky, undor the supervision of Julia K. Whittington, is one of the
many crack drill teams that will be men in the Festival Parade on October 2.





S—Buenos dim Senor Fernandes





S—Zs usted de Sur Ames:ice?
Z—Are you from South America?
S-131. Senor, yo soy
I—Yoe, I am
8--liabla mated Ingle'?
Z—Do you speak English?
S—Un poco
II—A little
S—Le prosiest° a ml amigo . . .
Z—May I introduce you to my
friend
fi—iPengo a ver at apartandento.
Z—Ihre COMO to see the apartment
S—Cuai de silos?
Z—Which one?
S-11:1 que se alquila
r,—m. one which is for rent
S—Necesdo una babitacioo
It—I west a room
s—n. que peck) is deem?





8--flirves amid* en el restaurant?
Z—Do you serve food is the ree-
heasst?
8—Deese awes eomida *dal de
lasildeicy
Z—I want Kentucky's typical food.
8—La ementa pot favor
Z—kilsy I have the check, please?
ii—Aqui este, senor










rrtz23? SEPT. DAYS-GIVE AWAY
Free TV •
Your American Oil Dealers are giving
away an Arvin TV Set each Saturday dur-
ing September. See your local American
Oil dealer for registration blanks and de.
tails—IT'S FREE!







PLUS TAX AND OLD ME
SPECIAL LOW PRICES
ON ATLAS TIRES AND SUPER
AMOCO 120 PREMIUM TIRES
We Have The Right Tire For
You and Your Budget
—PARTICIPATING AMERICAN OIL DEALERS
BUNCH a SON GROCERY




CRUSES GRO. a SERV. STATION
DEMON'S SERVICE !STATION
ELLIOIT'S SERV. STA. a GRO.
OSCAR FAULKNER GROCERY
JAMES FREFIMAN SERVICE STA.
OSCAR FWEEMAN GROCERY




JORDAN'S THREE WAY GRO.
K a 8 GROCERY a SERVICE STA.
LAMB'S SUPERMARKEN
LANCASTER'S GROCERY
LASSITER'S CORN= SERV. STA.




CLIFF NAPIER'S GEN. MDSE.
NORTHSIDE SERVICE STATION






RAY OWENS SERVICE STATION
THE GIFT BARN
LOYD WATIUNS SERVICE STA.
J. D. WILBURN SERVICE STA.
DELBERT WILLIAMS GROCERY
WOODLAND MILIA MARKET
JAY YOUNG'S SERVICE STATION
DRAWINGS WILL BE HELD EACH SATURDAY AFTERNOON. WINNING NUMBER WILL ME POWER
IN DEALER'S WINDOW IIIIKEDIATELY AFTER DRAWING. WINNER MUST PRESENT TIOW TO MO
DEALER BEFORE THURSDAY NOON.
• I • • INEVTAill
.10 > 4r.-+ 4F: 1•:-> 4:14
THE l'11111( TEIIIIIICE
WELCOMES YOU TO THE THIRD
INTERNATIONAL BANANA FESTWAL
For Fine Foods in the relaxing atmosphere of the Restaurant





411; • 4 t
114 .10,
111 eresP" •




TIE GM, ANTItE & ROME FININISIENS IMP
Any kind of meal at any time. The food is delicious, whether it is a dinner with a tangy
salad from the salad bar and home made rolls or a quick lunch. Plan ahead with us for
special meals for your parties and banquets.
THE PARK TERRACE RESTAURANT
Browse through the gift shop and discover the delightful new additions. There is an excit-
ing line of antiques and other items to help beautifully furnish your home, as well as the
unique gift items and personal accessories.
TWA of us when you think of Christmas Buying! Charge or Loy-A-way Availabiel
Sept 23 1965 'Pais 10B
They're wido4yed with embalmed as they await
their introductions to the new-found families. Festival
president Mrs. Paul Weidpheling lids them a cheely
welcome.
Tide is the happy scam an the banddand on Lake
Sireof Sunday night as home4o1ks greeted the bus that
brought the Operation Andgo students to Fulton.
F110.12CT cram VII LNAIN TO INMAN
S1i4gai4 7_
SOON
Await% derma usted alone in-
formation?
Could you give me moose infor-
mation?
No coma) la ciudad ,y so
puede °deuterium.
aaramall know thie Sown amyl I
CARNELL WM= ANNOUNCES
The Opening Of The
WILSON MOTOR COMPANY
Zdway Street. South Fultonto Melrose Chemical Company)
All kb& of shop end wogs vier* es seta ad Winks. Wreaker
Service. • Skilled inedieeise • Free lialsseles
• Year perenspe apprealeasti
— TELEPHONE 479-2581
— FOR USED AUTO PARTS CALL —
wasors USED AUTO PARTS
Phone 472-3862
US 45-bypass at overhead bridge Fulton, Ky.
YOUR FEED & GRAIN
















W. Honor ARC Purchase Orders For
Seed and Fertiliser.
BROWDER MILLING CO INC.
' n
mime 
can't find my way around.
Puss, a muy
Well, it's quite simple.
que my forester*.
You see, Fm a stranger hare.
Zs me caso is ensnare is
duds&
In mat came, I'll show you tiie
town.
laires._se lo agradeceria much*.
Fd appreciate that a lot.
















8-1ango dolor de tabs*
I—I have a headeche
S—Tiene razon
ii—You are rd (you have rea-
son)
S--Que tiene?
It—What's wrong with you?
S—Cuentoa mos dine?
• old are you?
8—Alberto Hone cinco antis
I—Albert is five years old.
Yerb — Tenor
To have
'Peng* — I have
nano — You have. have Yeti!
He has, has he?
She has, has she?














if on full bolts!
P110315DT UNITS VS — LIAM TO MAE
SA414d4i 704410
NT
 JOSS OTANO 
S—'flans uswe WI lapis/
II—Do you have a pond'?
8--Thais TM. %ma Plume
16—Do you ham a pan?
S—Tiene usled un sabre?
li—no you have an envelope?
8—Thou Mad una estampilla
o sallo?
1,--Do you have a stamp?
S—Donde pus& comprar tma
estempilla de comp?
N—Whore can I buy a etemp?..
S—Tiene usted una estamplue
pare el owe° ammo?
16—Do you have an airmail stamp
S—Doade seta el.correo?
1.—Where is the-past otiao?
S—Quiero envier imp, art)
r.--rd like to mail thle War
S—Cuanto as el franquso?
I—What is the poeteale






5 to 12 p. m.




















Inall Ise* Ilesesd paid,
aped* flonvidad to eve a
weld* Mob arid lob Inv
years and years.
Use en imenor weed sad
primed mild nefaces. Oas coat
covers root pardon* *nisi
sow
FULTON PADIT & GLASS COMPANY
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; 431
YARD
Handsorni 100% wools, or blends of wool and nylon ...
flannels, basketweaves, tweeds, loop textures ... solid
colors, stripes, plaids, herringbones. Two to eight-yard





Wonderful fabrics that need no lining, that hold their
shape beautifully, because they're bonded! Co!
lection includes knits, lerseys, crepes, novelty
weaves ... marvelous heather tones, solid colors,
checks, smart patterns. Two to eight-yard lengths,















Black, White, Lots And
Lois Of Colors. 28P001,85$
MiAINNSEG'S SToHE HOURS:
Monday Thru Thursday — 9: ri A. •5:00 P. M.













1..4 Puede Haar Per Dated?
Wt can I do for you?
. TVs Aysemist
Catl I help you?






We are so glad you're here.
4. He Gestalts Visitor ea Psis.
I would like to visit your coun-
try.
e. &Were Vehrsr La A Ver.
Hop* to see you eagia.
S. Hags Doled ID Paver De Latter.
Please porno in.
T. iliesdasi Age! Per laver.
Plow sit hem
S. TODD QM Irmo.
I have to leave.
S. Perigees*.
2.'rcuse me.
• Front Controls ... easy to see and use.
• Jack . .. for extension speaker, or as second sound source for stereo, phone, tape
recorder.
• Set-and-Forget volume control. Pre-selected volume remains the same each time
set is turned on.
• Slim Silhouette straight-line styling.
Traditional styling • Mahogany grained
finish on hardboard • Front controls, easy
to see and use • Front sound, directed at







ING . . . Every circuit
board in every General
Electric TV set is guar-
anteed for the lifetime
of the set. It's the abso-




Crafted from solid Cherry, designed for practical use today, and fashioned to lend
warmth and elegance to your Bedroom interiors
DOUBLE DRESSER AND SPINDLE BED $359.95 or $17.81 PER MORN
The Valhalla collection styled and finished in Danish Walnut gives you 5 Beauti-
ful living room pieces, 2 end tables, 1 cocktail table, large comfortable chair with
foam seat. Seventy inch sofa has, sinuous springs trifflex insulation four inch
foam cushions with zipper covers.
• We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities
203 SOUTH BROADWAY
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
vaivrmiLJACISPOT THIS WEEK IS 401r/•NOM ING 10 WI... REGISTER ONCE... GET YOUR CARD AT PIGGIN WIGULV, SO FULTON. TENN
MERE ARE GOME OF TUE LUCKY JACKPOTWINNERS:
Mrs. Freida Sanaa  $150.00 Jobe Me* 
Mrs. Sylvia Elliott . . SI00.00 Mrs. Stdosi Robots '
 $100.00' J • lOomo 
$100.00 Iles Gargle Hill 
 $100.00 Prod B Word

















BAG° witz ink 9 WIIAT A , tO
U.S. N9 i 2E0
$100.00 St. MOWN* 
$100.00 Cod Lads 
$100 00" Imes ibit 
$150.'00.1. L. Enda 
poo.os. Om Mood Fowler 
$350 00 Ms. join boost 
GRAPE DRINViwacmcE Qr 25'VIENNA SAUS4GEmis5
TISSUE PAPER 16 IN f laP DILISt BEANS GAGPAR 4 reas # liG
MISS DIXIE MILK 3 Ws VSteAWESCi1lanr46 31141 +j';
GULF SALT 90)(24°z 106KRAFT OIL Qr a .
BMWSTAR ROUR25ea 4j6.9 CUTGREEN BEA1SIV812 +1 •
MAYFIELD CORtirl eta: if)SALMON clul 3ft 410P i
EALYJUNE PEASV6ril Iti,PEAR NALVEGAroo 4 tamt +PP I
COFFEE MAXWELL /40USE 457CliERRIE9 Ittme 6 Ws fig° I
0119IER9TREAsuessAY 3ag 40•0PINEAPPLE strEd 5 FiVic•g"






• TRADE WITH US
• SHOP IN OUR STORES
Join Us In Making Friendships





























Giant Carnival, with rides and attractions for all ages.
opens at City Park
TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 28
Cabana City Arts and Crafts Exhibits Open
Banan-A-Rama opens on Lairs Street with praliminaries of
Talent Show . . . Bands. Square Dancing, Latin and American Music
Carnival is Open — Cabana City Welcomes your visit
Da114:0 on Parking Lots on Mears Street
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
Doughnut Hole & Coffee Party - Country Club
Luncheon at Fulton Conn*/ _Club
ttlatiyillatitaltslohbvWalicrs 0142811112111 Gamma -TakaoClub. Nichoin 1184 PGA Champion
Carnival is Open--1--tabans City Walcomes your visit
Golf Clink
Second Nine Holes - Banana Golf Match - Fulton Country Club
Supper at Country Club with Bobby Nichols
Islas-American Music Fiesta in Cabana City Auditorium with
Banan-A-Rasna Talent Show winners . Band . .
Ecuadorean Folk Dancers, Famous Cusin Tuny
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30
Kentucky titel's Pancake Breakfast - South Fulton Cafeteria
Carnival is — Cabana City Welcomes your visit
'wry Lee Lewis Show with Ace Cannon, Didtia Lee, G•ne
Simmons. Ronal* and the Daytona.. Also winner of the
Talent Show. - Cabana City Auditorium
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 1
Kentucky Colonel's Pancake Breakfast - South Fulton Cafeteria
Tour of Industrial Sites
Industrial Executive's and Latin-American Luncheon- Park
Terrace Restaurant
Carnival is Open — Cabana City Walcomas your visit
International Relations program
Latin American Fashion Show with Marimba Band from
Guatemala and Miss Ecuador
Preliminaries of the Banana Princess Pageant- South Fulton High
School Auditorium 30 State and National Beauties competing
Marimba Band Concert - Park Terrace Motal
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 2
Kentucky Colonel's Pancake Breakfast - South Fulton Cafeteria
Grand Parade
All-American Barbecue Luncheon - Cabana City
Free Serving from the World's Largest Banana Pudding!
Carnival is Open — Cabana City Welcomes your visit
Finals of the Banana Princess Pageant - South Fulton High
&boo: Auditorium - bliss Kentucky, Miss Tennessee, Miss
'Ecuador and other state an I national b•auties
Marimba Band Bids Farawall to Fulton and Festival Visitors
BANANA INFORMATION CENTER BOX 428, FULTON, KY.
BEAUTIES
Sept. 23, 1965 Page 1C
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29 Beauties Vie For Princess Title and Scholarship Awards
CAROLYN CURRIER HAMLET,
211, 4* also the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. Hamlet of Paris. She is
attending Mississappi State Col-
lege for Women, where she is a
Greve, prettiest senior and friend-
Rest senior while attending Greve
High School. In 042 she was Queen
of Ifto World's SIOffest Fish Fry and
was first maid to the Strawberry
Festival Omen. In 1%4 she was
Miss Tennessee to the Miss U. S.
Pageant and was vocend maid to
Hi. Banana Festival princess.
The town council of Favers-
ham, England, spent so much
time studying reports of ef-
ficiency experts on how to
speed up their work that they
got six months behind.
PAULA PAYNE WHITE, 11, of
Rutherford, Tenn., is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward W. White.
She graduated from Rutherford
High School in 1%5 and is new a
freshman at the University of Ten-
nessee, Martin Branch. She has
previously held the titles of Miss
Rutherford of 044, first maid to
Gibson County Fairest of the Pair,
most beautiful in Who's Who, typist
of the year 1944, outstanding stu-
dent in Homo Economics in 1911S,
finalist in Gibson County Electric
Beauty Corstest in 1945, biontecom-
Ine Royalty, class faverite and
Gibson County 4-Her .11k. year.
Most of the prescriptions writ-
ten today are for drugs and vac-









Simply "paint, glaze, wipe" to
turrra marred, scarred attic relic






















Cosenserdal Ave. Phone 472-1533
DIANE ELIZABETH AMANN,
it, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Benjamin Amann of Dresden. She
att4nded Mississippi State College
for Women last year and was a
member of the D'Belles Social
Club, She is now a sophomore at
the University of Tennessee, Mar-
tin Branch. She is a former Miss
Armed Forces Queen, Calendar
Girl for Month of July, and Home-
coming princess.
LINDA NANNEY, 17, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Norm of South
Fulton, is • senior in high school
and a cheerleader. She is a MOM-
b*r of his, Beta Club, 4-H Club,
FHA, paper staff, annual staff, and
the Tennessee Teen Club. She was
chosen maid to South Fulton Boost-
er Princess in 044 and also in
045, and was a member of the
Homecoming Royalty in 1%.5.
MARIE ELIZABETH RUDDLE,
17, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Newton Ruddle of Fulton and a
1945 graduate of Fulton High
School, was a member of the Year-
book staff of '65, member of FHA
and won the Betty Crocker Award.
She Is president of her Sunday
School class and is active in the
Young Women's Auxiliary in her
church. She was a semi-finalist in
the 1944 South Fulton Boosters
Club Princess contest.
MARGARET ANN BUTTS, 14, isthe daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elias
Williamson of Murray. She is a
freshman at the University of Ten-
nessee, Martin Branch, and was
selected Miss Dresden High Schoolin 1965, first runner-up to Miss
Weald"), County in 1965, Miss Dres-
den in 1964; also was one of the
ten fingilists in the West Tennessee
Strawberry Festival io 1944 and in
the Miss Dixie Bell Contest in 1944.
R ETA ANN JOHNSON, 17,
daughter of Mr. *nil Mrs. Bennett
G. Johnson of Hickman, graduated
(rem high school in 1945 and is now
a freshman at Murray State Col-
lege. She has previously been vs-
lected as first maid, Obion County
Central.
Seven dogs and a ear belong-
ing to Princess Aahraf, sister of
the Shah of Iran, recently oc-
cupied two first-class seats on
a Paris to Teheran airliner at
a cost of $$00.
Hollow plastic balls in the
gas tanks of racing cars at
Indianapolis kept the fuel from
sloshing around and from
throwing the cars off balance
on curves.
TOMMYE SUE GASTON, 13, litho
daughter of Wortham T. Gaston of
Jackson, Tennessee. She is a 194$
graduate of North Side High Scheel,
Is • former Miss Flame of Jackson,
West Tennessee TAT Sweetheart,
maid at **Okra Festival and maid
to Miss North Side.
ANDREA LYNN MILTON, 11,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Otis E.
Milton of Fulton, graduated from
Fulton High Scheel In 1965. Now.
freshman at Murray State College,
sho plans to major in business and
take organ. She was selected Miss
South Fulten Booster Club for 1165.






. .. And we hope we s o meet you w en you attend our third annual Banana Festival. It -ev n more, we ho
may see you in our town often, to shop in our modern retail stores to attend our churches, to pal
outlets, our professional people, to visit our industries. Actuall
nize our wholesale
e that you will have such a good time here
, - -'and ou enjoy our hospitality so much that some da we may have the extreme Leasure of saying How
Our welcome to you is robust and enthusiastic. Our ho e that ou will come back is humble and sincere--w--
hurches ... Farming Activities .. Schools ... Hospitals ... Retail T ado






1945, where she w





































































SUSAN AWN WALKER, 111, day-
/heir of Mr. and Mrs. Jess W.
Welker of Route 3, Fulton, gredu-
almi from Fulton High Scheel in
1965, where she was a cheerleader
three years, a captain in her sen-
ior year, class officer, offkor is
PTA, FNA, French Club, office
staff, Kennel staff and Annual










will be ea bead Seislassyti
sabot mad, whet yes mei.
•
SPECIAL CATALOGS
Come in sled check Seers
Para Catalog. Sears Cam-





fabrics for clothing sod
home furnishing...climb




See the latest in beets ap
aaces. new inspreved weer
seek, sway appellee dh-
plays ... thee order and save









lust pick out what you waist
—then let Sears handle
everything. Let Sears take





system delivers your order
the quickest way possible.
Pick-up the out day it base
it delivered to your deer.
•
SEARS GUARANTEES
Everything Sears sells is
backed by Our Famous
Guarantee... you know you





thiskiel Executives' luncheon at
the Park Terrace at noon and
will play the national anthems
of the becalm-producing coun-
tries ted at the inter-
CAROLS DIANNE MAYNALL,
111, is Ilive daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Martin T. Mayhall of Kenton. She
is a 1965 high school erodes% and,
while in high school, won the
Crisco Award in Hems Imenonsics.
SP., is a former Miss Kenton and
also Miss Home Economics in High
Scheel.
DONNA CLARE ALLEN, ig, is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
S. Allen of Route 1, Trenton. A
senior at Peabody High Scheel, she
is • member of the Science Club
and is a class officer. She is • for-
mer maid to Miss Trenton, Miss
Gibson County Etectrk, and Miss
Gibson County Fair.
MARTHA ANN MULLINS, 17, CYNTHIA GAY VINCENT, 17,
diveheer ef Mr. and Mrs. HarTY doughler of Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
E. if Greenfield. Miss MIA- vim.* of Reuse 3, Martin, is •
lins is a maw at Greenfield High :gamier at the Martin High Scheel
Scheel, is feelhall spotless and wee end is a cheerleader. Her hobbies
chosen second maid to Fairest et tare art, painting, archery, dancing,
Oho Pair at Greenflold In 1965. ‘swimming, knitting and reading.




A 30 member Navy Bard
from the Naval Air Station at
111111Ington will eome to Fulton
On Friday, October 1 to parti-i
dials t1W 0=1"Irortgtej
planned for that day.
The band will arrive in Ful-
ton at about ten o'clock in the
'morning sad remain until late
afternoon. Th. band will ren-
der chamber music at the In- • LINDA JO JESSUP, 17, is the
daughter ef Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Jessup of Union City, Tenn. She
graduAted from Union City high
school in 1%5 and is a freshman
relations law= that at the University of Tennessee,
Martin Branch. She won 0.4 title
begins at two o'clock at Cabana "Fairest of the Fair" at the Olsten
City Auditorium. County Fair two weeks
Ana Maria Crespo, director
of the Tourist Cotnmission of
Guatemala will present a fash-
ion show of authentic Latin-
American dress and the event
will feature the famous marim-
ba band of Guatemala.
florne at the students coming
here under the Operation
Amite program will also be
adted to attend this event.,
Because girls are not allowed
to visit in dormitories of Coium
bia College a majority of the
students live off campus. a re-
cent survey showed.
ago.
LINDA SUE NEESE, 19, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John Neese of Mar-
tin, is a sophomore at the Univer-
slty of Tennessee, Martin Branch,
is • member of the Horne Econo-
mics Club and is ROTC sponsor
nominee. She was chosen Miss
Martin in 1954 and Queen of Ten-
nessee Valley in 1955.
JOYCE LYNN HALL, age 21I,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd B.
Hall of Metropolis, Illinois, is a
junior at Murray State College.
She was chosen from students of
12 colleges as "Little Colonel" of
Angel Flight ROTC, She is also a
winner of the Arlon Award, was
Miss Massac County Fair in 1953.
Miss Illinois County Fair in 1943,
Miss Southeastern Illinois in 1964,
Miss Illinois finalist and swim-suit
winner in 1954, Miss WKYX, Miss
Paducah, Miss Kentucky third run-
nor-up and swim-suit winner, also
Miss Kentucky in National Sweet-
heart of America Pageant in 1955.
Fulton. Ky.
SUSAN DIANNE WEST, 18,
daughter of Mr. and Mr. Jo* D.
West, Routs 1, Murray, graduated
from Murray High in 1955, where
she was a member of the National
Honor Society and was drum major-
ette for two years. She is a fresh-
man at Murray State College. She
has been singing prefessionaly
with the Midodi Trio, which won
first place in the Banana Festival
Talent Contest last year. She was
chosen Miss Calloway County for
1954.
PATTY JOE HAMLET, 15, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
Hamlet of Paris, Tennessee, and is
a sepisomom at Mississippi State
College for Women at Columbus,
Miss., where she is a member of
thof Rosette Social Club. She was a
member of the modeling squad at
MSCW in 1954 and 1955, is instruc-
tor in personal appearance at the
College, was counselor at Camp
Sequoya and instructor in skiing,
sailing and riflery.
MYLINDA ORENE RUSHING,
18, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. El-
mon W. Rushing of Clinton, gradu-
ated from Hickman County High
School in 1%S and is a freshman at
Western State College in Bowling
Green, Ky. She has had special
training in speech, dramatics and
choral work In 1964 she was Green-
up Princess of Hickman County,
and in 1955 she was first runner-up
in Miss RECC and also one of ten
chosen for Campus Favorite.
Sept. 23, 1965 Page 3C
STEPHANIE JEANNE KOCHY,
19, Is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Stephen B. Kochy of Martin. She is
a Martin high school graduate and
Is now a second quarter IlsoPisomarst
at the University of Tennessee,
Martin Branch. She has previously
held the Miss of second maid to
Miss Weakley County, third maid
to Miss Weakky County, and High
School Campus Beauty.
LOVE YOUR
ENEMIES... IT DRIVES77ILW tygr4/
ME -Sem*, SrEciaL
ON Avsmotrro gatwat
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TULSA, Okla. —St. As-
hlars Preebyledu cbardt here
tivINI up 67illa to compete
with best Wren en the week-
end. It is shisasaag its "Sunday
school dame to Wednesday
pwlw, Ram. William
Neff Jr., amides lbat Tulsa
his hennas a city Of boat own-
er., Mil with every new lake,
mere Whams are spending






ROOT BUR - SANDWICHES - DRINKS
— CURB SERVICE
Nadia Highway Sod Fallon
A Cordial Helms - - - - To The
International Banana Festival
- and let AMLENE Show yes how yen can have that
Hann Central American Clint' ate in your hose all winter!
PERFORMANCE
MEMO
Every Rheum gas-fired furnace is
fisted and given a 4 point
inspection for operating efficiency
under oda swan conditions
with II when hided up and
burners *del shire hctory. Ihery
furnace must function perfectly
or it isn't dellveref. All Rheum
gas furnaces carry AGA approval.
CAST IRON BURNERS
All Rheem furnaces are equipped
with cast iron burners to assure
quiet—lifetime operation. Special
casting eliminates warping and
provides maximum hest transfer
to air strew.
Satisfied customers mean an end to profit killing
call backs and replacement. Quality materials and
skilled workmanship mean an end to costly ad-
justments and repairs. Rheem is known the world
over for the performance and quality leadership
that assures satisfaction. That's why more and





Every Rheem Gas and Oil fired
furnace is equipped with Nation-
ally Accepted and guaranteed con-
trols. Control placement allows
easy—fast hook up and immediate








Available on the Rheemglas
models to eliminate rust and
corrosion. Assures longer furnace
life and maximum heat transfer.
Conversion to air conditioning can
be made without fear of rust
caused by condensation. Guaran-




5 gas and 5 oil fired models in-
cluding the famous Rheemfless
furnace .offer a wide ramp of
types and sizes to fit every need,
space requirement, even zero in-
stallations! All Rheem furnaces
are designed for the addition of
the revolutionary Rheernaire air
conditioning system.
...••••••••••••••=•••1=10•116
Blower and motor on all Rheem
furnaces are dynamically %danced
and have rubber cushion mounts.
Blower Is Mounted on track—
slides out She a drawer for easy In-
spection Should servicing become
necessary.
MENIO •••• •••••• 4.1nn 0111.. Mb. MINI. 
mom emor ••••• egm• •••11. 
awn =NM MIMS 1
PROPANE GAS — GAS EOTJTPMENT
WE LEASE TANKS
Airlene Gas Co.
603 West Parkway Fulton. Ky.
Phone 472,1333
Yon can rely on RIMIOWI... the BIG NAME In 
comfort products for the home
4=.IID %MB 11110M• mom anio MEM 41•111.
 MM. 411•Im 
am. omma• ••••••••111
It has been our pleasure to be a part of the business life of
the twin cities for many years. The friendships we have
made, the respect and admiration we hold for your will
to forge ahead, and the progress all of you have made
working together, makes us proud to share your
growth. Congratulations on the tremendous ef-
forts undertaken to stage another giant
Banana Festival.
Glenn Puckett, left, manager of the Henry I. Siegel Fulton, Ken-
tucky plant and Jim Huf fine, manager of the South Fulton Tennes-
see plant examine a pair of the thousands of pants made in the two
plants annually. Both Glenn and Jim are dedicated Banana Festival
workers.
The illustration in this advertisement is part of the intensive nation-
al advertising program of the Henry I. Siegel Company. Appearing
in all the leading men's apparel magazines and periodicals in the
country, the H. I. S. label is becoming synonymous with distinctive
fashions everywhere.






JANE OLIVIA EDWARDS, 18,
daughter of Mrs. C. D. Edwards of
Felten, is a freshman at Memphis
State. While in high school she was
a malerotte for twro years, a mem-
bee if Sae Nurses' Club and FHA.
She received superior rating two
years at Oho Murray State Music
Festival. She was chosen Miss Ful-
ton in 194S and rNirmoded Fut."
in the Miss Kontucky Pageant.
COCILLE SAMPSON, 19, dattEll•
tor if Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Samp-
son of Milan, is a sophomore at
Union Univorsity in Jackson, Tem.
She was Miss Milan and also Miss
Milan Cmitmunity Fair and Miss
Obese County Fairrast of the Pair
in 1%3, was first maid to Miss
TOMISSIN Fairest ef the Pak in
1%4, and Gauen if West Tonnessee
Strawberry Festival 111444S.
MARY SUSAN LOWBER, 1$, is
the daughtar of Mr. and Mrs. W.
G. Lowlier of Gallatin, Tenn. Sha is
a 1%5 graduate of lb* Gallatin high
school, where she was. cheerlead-
er feur years. Slur was
Miss Sumner County in 1145 and
participated in the Miss Tartness**
Pageant.
Support The Banana Festival
in Fulton, South Fulton and Cayce Welcome
you to the Third International Banana
Festival
l'INTERSTATE OIL CO.
"We Don't Want Everybody's audness. Just Tows"
SILL MAXTLE
ON ALL REMAINING '65 NEW
CARS AND TRUCKS! WE HAVE




The New '66 Chevrolets Will
Be On Display Thursday, Oct. M.
The New '66 kicks Will Be On Display
Thursday, October lith
THERESA CAROL WALL, IS, is
th• daughtor of Mrs. Ernast Gold-
stein, Route 3, Paris, Tenn. She
graduated from E. W Grove High
School in 1%5, whore she was a
member of NFL and the Thespians
She is now a freshman at Mamphis
State. She was selected first maid
to the Banana Princess in 1%4,
Tannesso• Valley Owen, first maid
of the Forest Festival and first
maid of the Strawberry Fastival
In 1%4, and first mold of the Okra
Festival in 196S.
VICKI LYNN HURD, 11, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Maurke V.
Hoard of Kingsport, Tenn., is a
sophomore at Mary Baldwin Co4-
lege in Stoutest, Virginia. In 1%4
aka was chosen Miss Kingsport
and talent winner, queen of the
East TOMOSS011 Strawberry Festi-
val in Dayton, first runner-up in
Miss Tartness** Pageant and pm-
liminary swim-suit winner, one of
the six finelists for homocoming




Air Maw slake Stavan-
ger. 14,01/19AY, is Simply made
from the wing of an F-St jet
41141111011.0111.11111,1114194.01111141110011114114190000.11.
Taylor Chevrolet - Buick, Inc.
fighter.
KATHY LOUISE BOWLAND, 25,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
lowland of Paducah, is • gradual*
of Paducah Tilghman High Scheel
and is a senior at Murray Stet*
Collars. Sho was Miss Paducah of
1963, Miss Kentucky Lek, of 1154
and also of 1155. Following last
year's Banana Festival sits was
informed by the director of the
Army Marimba Band that she had
been chosen quean of that band.
DONNA FORD, 11, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ford of
Troilism is a freshman at the
University of Tannessm, Martin
Branch. She is a farmar Miss
Milan, Miss Gibson County, first
maid Fish Fry, 'SCOW Maid Fish
Fry, first maid Catfish Derby and
First meld of West Tennessee
Strawberry Festival.
gullPert Tite Banana Festival
DARLENE ADELLE KIFER, 17,
Is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence R. Mier of Fulton. Sh• is
a 1155 graduate of a California
high school, whore she was a mem-
ber of the Nov.. of Representa-
tives, French Club, Foreign Ex-
change Club, Sophomore and Junior
Servka, and the Girls' Cencart
Choir. Sh• is a talented organist












And Other Big &fractions
GIGANTIC PARADE OCTOBER 2
FULTON BANK
FOURTH STREET FULTON PRONE 472-2466
,..1•••••••fk
LAKE STREET FULTON, KY.
Fulton, Ky.
••••••
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STOKES
AID
YOUR FRIENDLY PHILLIPS 66 DEALERS
Welcome You
TO THE 3rd ANNEAL BANANA FESTIVAL., (
Watch for the OPENING of Twin Cities
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Most MODERN SERVICE STATION
011000••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••ei
LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF







Iii Aid it peek am/ 1lie1 er4 Mph, hop Mew lesdval parade is see st the
Ms AN et psis*, adds Ihe elfiedt job 111.118111s st the teupday bested.
piewhig a penis reuse k seder est te











CANNON PEQUOT SHIP 'N SHORE MUNSING WEAR
DONNKENNY JUSTIN BUXTON PARIS MALLORY
SUE BRETT WEMBLEY H. I. S. HUSH PUPPIES
Wealast'Somi
Dave Overton
TV Star Dave Overton To
Emcee Beauty Pageant
A star-studded Beauty Pageant to select "Miss In-
ternational Banana Princess" of 1965 is shaping up for
the Third International Banana Festival in Fulton, Ken-
tucky, and South Fulton, Tennessee, the nights of
October 1st. and 2nd.
Master of ceremonies will be national Banana Festival has been
versatile, well-liked Dave Overton hailed by professional critics as one
of WSM and WSM-TV, Nashville, of the prettiest, best-staged and
who has handled the "Miss Ten- most professionally-run pageants
nonce" Pageant in Jackson Ten- of its kind in the nation.
nessee for seven years. The pageant is produced and di-
Dave handled the Miss Tennessee rected by Jack Smith and Jack
Pageant in Jackson assist this Smythe, Jackson, Tennessee—pro-
year, and will be to (lacers of tbie Miss Tennessee
handle the F fon the past 15 years—following an ioeal ...worship, staging andyear. tmiirovided bp the Ful-
The Beauty Page of the Inter- lie Rotary Club.

























































We Invite You To Stop By For
A Visit During Your Stay Here
ICE COLD BEER








Ily Tito Nilo Or By The Cue
ter:7" K.P.'s LIQUOR STORE
4444* 10 aiiit
Fulton, Ky. Sept. 23, 1965
Cusin Tuny Of TV Fame To Emcee Music Fiesta,
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91130114. Is sienrIno Cherry
lindltiwand meows sad
admit Impdvosed sellis.
Co in with Quality
—HANDCRAFT—i—CD-liv CHASSIS
AU connections are headwind
for pester dependability
sod fewer ameba problems.
No printed circuits. No
production shortcut&
Another example of Zenith quality...
1311 Gold Contacts in Zenith's Super
Gold Video Guard $S chums& tuning systems.
Lanier TV lib! Greater picture stability!
/or f Prrforimint
Cusin Tuny, the fabulous star of radio and televi-
sion, who calls herself the swamp-root Carol Burnett,
will be mistress of ceremonies at the Inter-American
Music Fiesta to be held at CabanavCity on Wednesday,
September 29, Ed Halley, chairman of the Banan-a-rama
and Talent Show, announced today.
Cusin Tuny, a former Fulton resident, will also
give a 15-minute performance during the show, when
the top winners of the Banan-a-rama Talent Show join
with the Marimba Band, the Ecuadorean dancers and
singers, and the talented musicians and dancers in the
Operation Amigo group who will visit in the city for two
weeks, beginning this Sunday.
Cumin Tiny said Is accepting the
invitatioa to mom on the mow:
"I'd Trim come back to Fullest
and the Samna Faded than to be
an the biggest bievisien ehow In
the werid." When bid that die
would appear with the shining
marimba band from Guatemala
and the licueeloreas dancers, plus
other talent, she said: "FM that
Li bring my boalated pantaloon,
became that dww mundis like the
hottest thbi la the neently and!
want to be protected for lire."
Beenate of the popularity of
Cads Ty, the marimba band and
ether talented artists who will sp
pear an the dam, Baum Festi-
val officids aneemeed Way that
any wens buying patron's is*
seriptioas may have the skeins of
either attending the 114501 thek
golf match or the Inter
Music Fiesta on Wednesday night.
The other three debits in the
reduced rate offer most be need
for the Jerry Lee Lewis Show and
for the two primes mieants. The
optional event did domes as lisp
balm 111, in seder that the re-
served seats guaranteed to the ad-
vance seat ticket buyers can be
dediaated on the chart.
IKetalent show, which draws
many entries from all over this
seeds% Ma proved a ponder event
during the past two Festivais and
plans are in the makbg to have
a bigger and better Mew this year.
Prelimbaries will be hold Tues-
day night, September IS at 7 p.
as UM Street, with finals being
held the "allowing night in the tent
at Cabana City (Kitty League Ball
Park).
Talent will compete in C division(
—vocal yews, vocal solo, noodi3
act, bibmsedal moor,
wow sob sad damn:
deem from
sash group, with a each prise of
SMILIII for each wiener. The six
"CU'ZIN TUNY"
WOW'S Invite You To Attend The 3rd
INTERNATIONAL BANANA FES1TVAL
be Ace Cannes, liens& and the
Dessau, Mick Lee, Gene Situ.
mom. All the stare have records
climbing to the nation's let Reseed-
vii he two stages again
this year, Kr. Malloy semeenneed,
as this ambles the Mew to mews
much foster.
appear wtrphy and will ith
Illeser, who will be awardedral
largo o
whiners will compete for the G
Jerry Lee Lewis.
The lamed recording star and a
boot et other talented performers
are nada to take part bt the lia-




bum Pant Co. had seem a-
phides ls de wins mend
thinerad Mine Candy mele-
albs readied bilk Melds or
liple eis used ump necith.
The erne wen is the esmpas-
or Man smuldas. iiciek
said. R. E. Pride, divides mesa-
agar, said new Me are being
mailed to as mamma affect-




COPENHAGEN — Of the bur
million people who annually
visit Copenhagen's amusement
part. Tivoli Gardens, more thin
a million are foreign tourists.
Grand To Give, Great To Own
Wyler Incaflex thrives on heavy duty wear, while its styling
shines at the smartest affair. The inside secret on its precision
performanCe: the exclusive Incaflex balance wheel, guaranteed
against shock for life—replaced FREE if ever broken.
For women: Wyler watches in time with fashion.
For men: Wyler makes handsome watches that are guaranteed
waterproof as long as crystal Is intact, genuine parts used.
Starting at $29.95. Wyler offers uncompromising quality, NOV
standing value.
See OW wyler sped* today.
e ist
ise






















Welcome To The Third Annul
ifEET YOUR FRIENDS AT THE
DAM NB CREAM






































































As Banana Festival time nears and the thousand de-
tails are being attended to in order to make the third an-
nual event a mammoth success, Festival headquarters
today issued the names of those general chairman re-
sponsible for the various activities.
"Because the headquarters of-
fice is a bee-hive et activity with
limilosPer people, extors- and
radii people wanting information
to publicise the Festival, the best
way to pot your problems solved
Is nut to go to the general chair-
man of the event," Mn. Connie
Proluitiewics, executive secretary
of the Festival said today.
"Each general chairman has
been advised, or given a fact sheet
concerolog the operation and me-
chanise ef the program," she point-
ed out, "and any information need-
ed can be secured from that chair-
man," she added.
Float-maker Harry Burnette has
started eonstructing the floats and
decerations on the streets will be
pot op Memilay, September 20. Mr.
Baniette may be reached at Fes-
Heal headquarters, phone 472-1474.
Business firms will be contacted
MSS with reference to store-front
decorations and Festival officials
urged all merchants to decorate
their buildings as colorful an possi
ble. The Banana Festival will deco
rate the streets with banana hand',
palmetto trees and other colorful
illoaratkom, but each merchant is
rosposito for the decoration of his
sten frost.
It is hoped that store windows
will be decorated with attractive
displays and merchandise indica-
tive of the Festival program.
Mere are the programs and the
persons and clubs responsible for
their being carried out:
Operation Amigo Program: Mrs.
Sue Hurt, Chairman; Mrs. Virgil
Barker, lit.. Charles Browder.
PRINCESS PAGEANT: Rotary
Club, Guy Upton, Chairman.
WO:MATIONS: Street, Ball
=4 Cabana iCty, Civitan Chat),
Martin, Chairman.
MUM: Lions Club, Kindred
Ithostsa, Ray Fulghum, Co-Chair-
BANAN-A-RAMA: Jaycee's, Ed
Halley, Chairman.
CARNIVAL: South Fultoo Boost-
ers, Quirks Johns, Chairman.
BANANA PEEL-OPT: Jaycee's,
Larry Seay, Chairman.
CONCESSIONS, Lake Street, Ca-
bana City, etc.; American Legkin,
T. E. Wilson, Merles Dixon, Co-
Chairmen.
SOUVENIRS: B. & P. W., Mrs.
Ramelle Pigue, Chairman.
KENTUCKY COLONEL'S PAN-
CAKE BREAKFAST: South Fulton
Sophomores, Mrs. 0. C. Walker,
Chairman.
INDUSTRIAL EXECUTIVE PRO-
GRAM: Twin Cities Development,
Chamber of Commerce, Retail
Merchants Association, lin. R.
Ward Bushart, Chairman.
ARTS AND CRAFTS: Junior Wo-
man's Club, Mrs. Michael Homra,
Chairman.
BOBBY NICHOLS GOLF
MATCH: Fulton Country Club,
Max McDade, Chairman.
COUNTRY CLUB RECEPTIONS:
Twin Cities Development, Mrs.
Maxwell McDade, Chairman.
TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTA-
TION: Elks Club, Dr. R. V. Put-
nam, Chairman; Chief of Polka
Richard Myatt of Fulton, Chief of
Police Elmer Mansfield, South
Fulton.
HOUSING, MEAL PLANNING:
Carl Puckett, Jr., Chairman.
HOSPITALITY CENTERS:
American Legion Auxiliary, Mrs.
H. C. Sams, Chairman.
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS




BAKERSFIELD, Calif. — A
clarinet player joined the Ameri-
can Fedendon of Musicians
30 years ago. During his legal
and political career be spoke
often of his union affiliation.
When an AFM dues question
came before the Supreme
Court this year. Chief Justice
Earl Warren took no part—a
discreet bow to a union card
five decades old.
Most Land IJutliled
WASHINGTON — The world's
arable land is estimated at 6.6
billion acres. Only 3 billion
acres are used in agriculture,
however.
The quick recovery electric water heater takes care of all of these
hot water needs — and any others you have. It's the water heater
that keeps hot water on tap for all home needs.





Moluthlos speratioes cost the
goverment more than MOO mil-
d= in tax kisses each year,
says Louis E. Howell, executive
director of the National Council
Against Illegal Liquor. Moon
shining is big business, Howell
said, particularly in the South-
eastern states.
Boise Adhesive
AUBURN, Ala. , —Student
scientille at Auburn University
are working to develop a plastic
came tor literally gluing bog-
us boom Nether. The comet
would "spot weld" just =
places to hold the bones
er, allowing the unglued Wpm
to fuse naturally and more
quickly without pins, clamps or
cumbersome casts.
Long Overdue
PINE, Ariz. , —Justice of
the Peace Isaac Hunt is not one
to rush edam. But he has
asked the County Board of So-
fur a pay increase.
He has not had a pay lithe
since he took the job in this




han of Gilman has three prin.
wispily sheep—but he has se
blue ribbon to moo they look
the Moose at the Pewseehlok
County fair. The limp Me the
-rtbehor —that Richard proudly
tacked be their Dan.
VIVA LA FESTIVAL!!
-,740/1"1611116.
SOME OF TIE WW1 BRANDS WE ARE PROUD TO STOCK AD MUM
The Directors and management
.of the Hickman - Fulton Counties'
Rural Electric Co-Operative Corpo-
ration extend congratulations to the
Twin Cities and to all of the dedicat-
ed people who are working so hard
to make this Second International
Banana Festival the outstanding
success that we are sure it will be
Your success will be reflected in
growth and prosperity for this whole
area, and we are proud to be a part
of it.
Fine Fitting, Long Wearing Shoes For
Children, With Up To Date Styling.
We Carry From A to E Widths
FlTrED WITH T. L. C.
Your home's prepared for any weather, any temperature, any time ... when
it has an electric heat pump. This is the one-unit, year round air condition-
ing system that "pumps" coolness into your home in bummer, warmth in
winter.
The electric heat pump costs less to optrate than separate heating and
cooling systems. It's more convenient than any other system. With one
setting of a thermostat, )ou get the temperature you want . . . you get
cleaned, dehumidified air — summer, fall, winter, or
spring.
Prepare your home for any-season comfort. See us or
your electrical contractor for full details about an elec-
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got V
Three Generations of motorists have bought with confidence at the
Standard Oil Sign... the sign of dependable products and service.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
annum
• "'"'d t ,
E. J. McCollum, ram -- Distributor -
- - 3 trz3 asr
Fultor





happen. Perfume: $7.50. $10. $15, $25,
Alliance For Progress Legal Department of the WorldBank from 1956 to 1960 when hewas named Regional Counsel for
the Latin American Bureau of the
Diplomat Festival Speaker International Cooperation Agency,a predecessor of AID. From 1956to 1958 he was an attorney-alviser
in the United States Tax Court.
The Honorable David Bronheim, deputy United
States coordinator for the Alliance for Progress, will be
the principal speaker at the impressive international re-
lations program scheduled during the Third Internation-
al Banana Festival at Fulton. Mr. Bronheim, a top-rank-
ing expert on Latin-American Affairs, will speak on Fri-
Born in New York City in 1932,
he received his AB from the Uni-
versity of Michigan in 1953, after
majoring in =toy and political
science. He obtained his LLB cum
laude from Harvard Law School in
1956.
day, October first, which has been designated as Inter- He is
national Relations and Industrial Appreciation Day for
the five-day event. 
 T---
Mr. Bronheim, a special assist-
ant to Jack Hood Vaughn, Assist-
ant Secretary of State for Latin-
American Affairs, expressed keen
Interest in the people-to-people type
program being put into action by
the Banana Festival group. In a
telephone conversation with Festi-
val officials Mr. Bronheim said
that he is looking forward to at-
tending the Festival to aid the
residents of the twin cities of Ful-
ton, Kentucky hod South Fulton,
Tennessee in their sincere efforts
to initiate a "peace corps type ap-
proach" to making friendships with
people in the Central and Latin-
American countries.
Joining Mr. Bronheim at the
Festival for the international rela-
tions program will be the Minister-
Counselor for ECODOITAC Affairs of
Ecuador, Hon. Gustavo Polit of Use
Ecuadorean Embassy in Washing-
ton. In addition, the ministers GI
Commerce, Agriculture and Tour-
ism of Ecuador and Guatemala
have notified Festival officials that
they az‘e planning to attend.
Find







to aid with proscriptions
and medicines.
SOUTHSIDE DRUG CO.
125 East Slats Lino South Fulton 1Phono 479-35011
•
Bronheim nes worked since 1960
on United States programs design-
ed to assist economic development
in Latin America. Before being
named to his new position, he was
AID's Assistant General Counsel
for the Alliance for Progress and
Qiunselor to the United States Co-
ordinator of the Alliance.
Bronheim helped establish the
Inter-American Committee on the
Alliance for Progress, generally
known by its initials in Spanish,
CLAP. Today, this hemispheric
forum's-responsibilities include the
encouraging and monitoring of re-
forms and self-help measures. The
foundations of CLAP were laid at
DAVID BRONHEIM
the 1963 meeting in Sao Paulo of
the Inter-American Economic and
Social Council where Bronheim
served as a senior member of the
U. S. Delegation. He has also par-
ticipated throughout Latin Amer-
ica in financial negotiations involv-
ing U. S. Economic assistance and




married to the former
Helen Allentuck of New York City.
Mr. and Mrs. Bronheim are the
parents of a three-year old son,
Jeffrey, an' and 13-month-old dau-
ghter, Elizabeth. They make their
home in Washington, D. C.
Menu Offerings
Ranked
CHICAGO — The menu items
most frequently listed in Amer-
ican. restaurants are, in order,














Welcome To The Festival





The Rev. Forrest S. Harvey
pastor of the Church of the Na-
zarene in this small Preston
County community, says his
church ilLwrecked and he wants
„winkle* who is going to pay for
the damage.
The Rev. Mr. Harvey said
Monday a recent series of un-
derground explosions in an
abandoned coal mine beneath
the community have caused $20,-









MELROSE INSTANTWALL & WOODWORKCLEANER
CLEANS ANYTHING WASHABLE: Walls, woodwork, cabinets, ap-
pliances, outdoor furniture, scoff marks, garbage can, grease
spots, lipstick.
NON TOXIC: no rubber friOVIIS needed REQUIRES NO WAITINEs
Spray es and wane oft REQUIRES NO WATER . . . FROMM
NO FUMES: no end to air the house. . . . CLEANS weft, woodwork
bandwarda, cabinets, vinyl asbestee, auto upholstery and white aidowalls.
MELROSE CHEMICALS, INC.
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
MELROSE is now OWN, schools through the nation a lucrative and bene-
ficial sorvice-type fund-raising project WM a generous profit inducement,
. . . If your class is interested, call or writ. MELROSE and let us explain.
No obligation, of course!
Classes in THIS AREA will be knocking on your door soon... our WALL
AND WOODWORK CLEANER is a first-class product and your purchase
will be helping swell the school funds also.
MELROSE CHEMICALS
P. 0.-Box 313 Dial 479-2342
ftgek fir- South Fulton, Tenn.
CITY NATIONAL BANK
MEMBER: F. D. L C. MEMBER: FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM






WHEN WE SERVE THE
WORLD'S LARGEST BANANA PUDDING
RIGHT AFTER THE PARADE
AT THE CABANA CITY
YOU'LL AGREE that Banana Pudding Made
With PURE MILK CO. Boiled Custard Suits
The Taste of Any Queen...or Wing!
ENJOY THREE BIG DAYS
OF FUN, EXCITEMENT,
Exhibits, Beauty Queens, Famous
American And Central American
Talent, BANANAS.
niton, Ky. Sept. 23, 1965 Page 12C
PURE MILK
COMPANY•
Ice Crean — Collage CUM Mir
Omsk& Milk — °reap Juice — Libra&
This is the Pure Milk Company float in the Festival
panda. W. will hay. another float this year, with our
ono-ton banana pudding, rofrigarated and made to suit
your taste.
The CounTrys FAVORITE! ASK FOR PURE MILK PRODUCTS
DAIRY FOODS While You're In The Twin Cities
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